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1. Motivation and Research Question
Without any doubt, the field of carbon-based, i.e. organic optoelectronics is one of the
most promising future key technologies. Carbon, with its ability to form a huge variety of
highly complex compounds, represents the central element of this research field. A multitude
of small-molecule and polymeric functional materials with tailored properties may be created
by pursuing synthetic strategies from organic chemistry and polymer chemistry opening up
virtually unlimited possibilities of application. Among those, the most prominent examples
are organic field effect transistors (OFETs), organic photovoltaics (OPVs) and organic light
emitting diodes (OLEDs), the latter already celebrating enormous commercial success.
Commercialization of organic photovoltaics, on the other hand, is still in its infancy,
struggling with still low device efficiencies and device stability compared to their inorganic
counterparts, although in the past few years some major breakthroughs could be achieved.
In the context of organic photovoltaics, the devices, in general, involve blends of electron
donor and electron acceptor materials since charge transport is favored in the respective
phases. In particular, the efficiency of bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cells relying
on the concept of phase-separated donor/acceptor blends is strongly related to
morphology [1–4]. Due to the nature of generated excitons in organic materials, a big
interface and a domain size in the order of few tens of nanometers is desirable [5,6]. Both,
polymeric and small molecule devices recently have shown great improvement in power
conversion efficiency (PCE) yielding values of 10% and higher [7–9]. However, unlike
small-molecule functional materials, polymeric systems are still struggling with serious
drawbacks like batch-to-batch variations in molecular weight, solubility, polydispersity and
purity [10–12]. Apart from optimizations of interfaces, i.e. charge transport/blocking layers
[13–17] or architectural modifications like multijunction configurations [7,18–21], increase
in efficiency can be achieved by improvements in the BHJ layer itself. Through solvent or
thermal annealing and processing additives, the generation of nanoscale interpenetrating
networks could be promoted [4,22,23]. However, most approaches are purely empirical, yet
detailed knowledge about donor-acceptor phase behavior is crucial for a reasonable design
approach towards nanoscale bicontinuous interpenetrating donor/acceptor BHJ layers. In the
present work, a special class of spiro-linked small-molecule functional compounds will be
used as model systems, some of which exhibit an uncommon miscibility gap even in the
liquid state due to the presence of special structural motifs. To the best of our knowledge,
this is contrary to all other small-molecule approaches published so far. Here, demixing of
donor and acceptor compounds does not rely on the principle of precipitation,
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i.e. crystallization of one compound, but is merely due to an unfavorable energetic interaction
between donor and acceptor in the amorphous blend. By preparing such blends at their critical
composition, demixing takes place by spinodal decomposition, which in its early stages leads
to bicontinuous interpenetrating morphologies. The research question to be dealt with in this
work is as follows. Can this demixing process be arrested in early stages by the addition of a
third, ambipolar, surfactant-like compound in analogy to ternary polymeric microemulsions
and does this lead to stable spinodal structures in the order of a few ten nanometers as
requested by the above-mentioned design principles? The particular difficulty in addressing
this question lies in the limited amount of synthesized material. Typically, newly synthesized
functional materials are not available in abundance, but in small quantities since up-scaling
of synthetic routes is not always straight-forward. In addition, necessary purification steps
further decrease the available material amount. Thus, experimental and evaluative procedures
had to be elaborated as a first step, which are suitable for tiny sample sizes along with a
minimal material consumption. Since much effort has been put in solving this challenging
task, the experimental section will be a large part of this work. The strategy towards achieving
nanoscale bicontinuous interpenetrating donor/acceptor blend morphologies is, first, to find
a material pair that does not mix, then, to construct the respective binary phase diagram and,
finally, to add the third compound in hope of arresting the demixing process in early stages.
In the next paragraph, the structure of the present thesis will be outlined.
Since knowledge about the binary donor/acceptor phase behavior is a crucial
prerequisite, binary phase diagrams will act as a starting point. The necessary theoretical
background will be provided in chapter 2 of this thesis. The Flory-Huggins solution theory
covered in section 2.1 will be used to model the binary phase behavior. Binary liquid-liquid
and solid-liquid phase diagrams and the derivation thereof within the framework of this
theoretical approach will be covered in the subsequent sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. The
potential consequences of addition of the third compound are treated in section 2.4: ternary
blends. And since thermal analysis is one of the key techniques used in this work, detailed
information on differential scanning calorimetry will be provided in section 2.5. In addition,
the glass transition in amorphous blend systems will be treated in section 2.6. Chapter 3 will
be dealing with the large experimental part. In section 3.1, the functional materials and their
properties will be presented, which are subject of this work. In sections 3.2 and 3.3, methods
will be provided which were used to estimate the materials’ densities and vapor pressures.
These quantities are essential for modeling of the phase behavior and provide some valuable
information on possible compositional changes of the prepared blends upon thermal
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treatment. The developed blend preparation procedure will be described in detail in
section 3.4. Apart of thermal analysis, characterization of the blends was accomplished by
turbidity measurements, covered in section 3.5, and electron microscopy, for which a sample
preparation method had to be established (section 3.6). Since thermal analysis and
quantitative image analysis are the main characterization techniques in this work, some
experimental details on the respective measuring instruments and settings will be compiled
in sections 3.7 and 3.8. The achieved results will be presented and discussed in chapter 4.
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 will be dealing with binary miscible and immiscible systems,
respectively, and ternary blends will be covered in section 4.3. Chapter 5 will provide some
concluding remarks and an outlook for potential further investigations. In the Appendix,
some additional results concerning the thermal material properties will be given.

3

2. Theory
2.1. Flory-Huggins solution theory
In this section, the well-known Flory-Huggins solution theory of polymer miscibility
will be briefly derived, and relevant aspects will be discussed in more detail. This simple
mathematical model is based on the assumptions of the regular solutions theory from
Hildebrand and Scatchard, which provides an expression for the Gibbs free enthalpy change
Δ

upon mixing of two simple, i.e. small molecules. This theory will act as a starting

point for the derivation of the Flory-Huggins theory1 , which represents the expansion to
polymeric systems, and eventually the relevance for our material systems will be discussed.
As indicated by the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation
Δ

=Δ

− Δ

,

the free enthalpy of mixing may be divided in an enthalpic (Δ

(2.1)
) and an entropic (Δ

)

contribution. Whereas an ideal solution has zero heat of mixing and entropy is purely
combinatorial, the regular solutions model accounts for interactions between two different
molecules A and B, i.e. the difference in enthalpic interactions of like and dislike molecules
may be non-zero. Still, the entropic contribution is considered purely combinatorial.
A random distribution of both species, however, seems unlikely in real systems, if the
molecules A and B interact with each other. Irrespective of this significant discrepancy, the
theory still provides adequate results for simple small-molecule solutions and blends (where
the presumed random distribution is not much perturbed). Its basic assumptions are that the
fluid mixture may be considered as a quasi-solid lattice with equal-sized lattice cells being
occupied by the molecules A and B, having the same size likewise. From these assumptions,
the ideal entropy of mixing may be calculated as random distribution of A and B molecules
on the available lattice cells. The Boltzmann equation
=

ln Ω

relates the number of configurations of the mixture Ω to the entropy . Herein
Boltzmann constant. By placing

(2.2)
is the

indistinguishable molecules of species A and

1

In the present work, derivation of the Flory-Huggins solution theory is based on the method in [24] because the original
development of the theory by Huggins [25,26] and Flory [27] seems unnecessarily complicated.
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=

indistinguishable molecules of species B on

+

lattice cells, the number of

possible configurations is
Ω=

!

!

!

.

(2.3)

By applying the Stirling approximation, combination of Equations 2.3 and 2.4 yields the
entropy change upon mixing
Δ

=−

(Φ ln Φ + Φ ln Φ ).

(2.4)

The enthalpy of mixing of molecules A and B distributed randomly in the quasi-solid lattice
may be derived from counting of the pairwise interaction energies ϵ

, ϵ

and ϵ

for

like and dislike molecule interactions, respectively. The probability that a lattice cell,
occupied by a molecule of species A, is in contact with an adjacent cell of the same species

is assumed to be Φ . Conversely, the propability of the neighboring cell being occupied by

a molecule of species B is Φ . The average pairwise interaction energy of a molecule of
species A with one of its neighbors is then
=ϵ

Φ +ϵ

Φ .

(2.5)

As the same argumentation holds for molecules of species B, the corresponding quantity can
be determined by interchanging the indices A with B. Each lattice cell has
the number of occupied cells by species A or B is Φ and

neighbors and

Φ , respectively. So, the total

interaction energy of the mixture may be described by the term
=

2

Φ +

Φ .

(2.6)

The factor 2 arises from avoidance of double counting of the pairwise interaction energies,
as summation of all interactions was done with respect to single molecules or lattice cells.
The interaction energy per lattice cell of the pure component A is ϵ

/2, because no

species B is present in the vicinity prior to mixing (ignoring boundary effects). The total
energy of species A then is

5

=

2

ϵ

Φ .

(2.7)

Again, the same holds for pure B. The change in energy upon mixing equals the difference
in energy of the mixture and the pure components Δ

=

−

−

. Again,

assuming no volume change and dividing by , this yields the enthalpy of mixing per lattice
cell or molecule
Δ

=

2

(2ϵ

−ϵ

−ϵ

)Φ Φ = χΦ Φ

.

(2.8)

Herein χ is the so-called interaction parameter, which is a dimensionless measure of the
interaction strength of a given mixture. It is often treated as an experimental fit parameter to
describe the enthalpic interactions without any further theoretical considerations. As one may
see, in origin χ has been defined as being purely enthalpic. However, as we will see later,
entropic contributions are necessary to account for non-random mixing, i.e. deviations from
purely combinatorial entropy of mixing. By combining Equations 2.1, 2.4 and 2.8 the free
enthalpy of mixing per molecule of a regular solution is obtained to be
Δ

= Φ ln Φ + Φ ln Φ + χΦ Φ .

As of now, descriptions of enthalpic and entropic contributions to Δ

(2.9)

were done within

the framework of the regular solutions theory. As may easily been seen, the developed

relations are symmetrical with respect to the volume fraction Φ. However, especially in the
context of polymer-solvent mixtures, i.e. mixtures of comparably huge with small molecules
this is not observed by experiment. Independently of each other, Huggins [25,26] and Flory
[27] derived a modification of the entropy of mixing for polymer-solvent systems, which was
extended to polymer-polymer blends. Flory considered polymer chains as connected
segments, which are defined as being equal in volume and shape to solvent molecules. It was
assumed that solvent molecules and segments are interchangeably distributed within the
quasi-solid lattice in the liquid. Polydispersity as well as clumping and crossing of polymer
chains was disregarded. Based on these assumptions an expression for the random
distribution of polymer segments was obtained, which is surprisingly similar in shape to

Equation 2.4. In a mixture of polymer A composed of ! segments with polymer B

composed of ! segments the entropy of mixing yields

6

Δ

=−

"

Φ
Φ
ln Φ +
ln Φ #.
!
!

(2.10)

In polymeric systems, the entropic contribution is generally tiny compared to small molecule

systems, because the number of distinguishable configurations Ω is significantly smaller for
“connected” molecules, which polymers may be regarded as. Therefore, polymer blends are
often non-miscible. In the case of polymer-solvent mixtures, i.e. polymer solutions
! = ! ≫ 1 and ! = 1 leading to a strongly assymmetrical shape of the Δ

function. The interaction parameter χ, which initially was derived as being purely enthalpic,

was found to contain additional dependencies in the case of polymer containing mixtures. It
satisfies the empirical relation
χ=

&

+ ' + ((Φ)

(2.11)

with & and ' being experimentally determined constants. & in the first term represents

the enthalpic contribution, whereas ' accounts for non-combinatorial entropy and the

function ( for an additional dependence on composition. Formulated in this manner, χ
compensates for all inherent discrepancies of the theory as such. So, these modifications of
the regular solutions theory allow for a rough or approximate yet often adequate description
of polymer mixing thermodynamics, providing reasonable predictions for several blend
systems. The Flory-Huggins free enthalpy of mixing is obtained by combining Equations 2.1,
2.10 and 2.8 to be
Δ

="

Φ
Φ
ln Φ +
ln Φ # + χΦ Φ .
!
!

(2.12)

When it comes to the application to the studied material systems, it is important to see, what
has been stated by Flory [27], that a polymer segment which was defined to fit an entire
lattice cell not necessarily needs to be the size of a single monomer or solvent molecule in
the case of polymer solutions. Several monomers or solvent molecules may define the cell
size, if rotation along the polymer chain involves several monomers (to account for complete
chain flexibility). Or in other words, if two polymers with same polymerization degree are
mixed and the monomer size of polymer A is twice the size of polymer B, then 2! = !

is valid. This accounts for different sized polymer segments and allows for an asymmetric
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shape of the entropic contribution. And it is this particular feature that makes the
Flory-Huggins theory so powerful. Our materials, although not being polymeric species,
differ in size significantly and that has to be taken into account. By defining the cell size to

be the size of the molar volume of the smaller compound, this leads to ! = )
and !* = )

/)

, with )

and )

/)

=1

being the molar volumes of component A and B,

respectively. Formulated in that way, the Flory-Huggins theory is, in principle, a generalized
regular solution theory capable of describing a variety of blends even though there exist more
sophisticated, theoretical approaches of doing so. Especially the volume change of mixing
which is not accounted for by the Flory-Huggins theory can lead to weakness in predictions
of phase equilibrium. Numerous statistical thermodynamics approaches based upon the
equation of state exist, which greatly improve the theoretical treatment [28,29].

8

2.2. Binary liquid-liquid equilibrium phase diagrams
In this section, the liquid-liquid phase behavior of a binary liquid mixture will be
discussed very briefly and modelled within the framework of the aforementioned solution
theories. Stability criteria will be provided and eventually the construction of a binary liquidliquid equilibrium phase diagram will be exemplified.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Gibbs free energy of mixing with convex local curvature (a) and concave local
curvature (b). Φ+ denotes the composition of the mixed state with the corresponding
. The phase-separated state has the free enthalpy ,and
Gibbs free energy
demixes into phases with the compositions Φ′ and Φ′′. ′ and ′′ denote the free
enthalpies of both phases.
An ideal binary solution (! = ! = 1, χ = 0) of two equal sized compounds A and B
has no enthalpic contribution to the free enthalpy of mixing and therefore mixing is always

promoted due to the positive entropy of mixing. In this case, the shape of the Δ

function

is convex within the whole composition range so that the mixed state always has a lower free
enthalpy than a hypothetical demixed stated with identical initial composition (Figure 2.1 a).

In case of a regular solution (! = ! = 1, 0 1 0) for certain temperatures the enthalpic
contribution may dominate leading to a local curvature which is concave (if endothermic,

χ 2 0) as depicted in Figure 2.1 b). This is especially true for low temperatures where the
entropic contribution vanishes. Then, the free enthalpy of the mixed state
than for the phase seperated state with

,-

is higher

and the same initial composition Φ+ . The

mixture will then phase separate into two phases with the compositions Φ′ and Φ′′, with

9

their relative amounts being determined from the lever rule. The total volume fraction of
component A within the system is the sum of the amount of A in both phases
Φ+ = 3 4 Φ4 + 3 44 Φ′′

(2.13)

with 3′ and 3′′ being the partial volume fractions of component A in the respective phases.
′ and

In this situation, both phases will have the free enthalpies

44

, with the free enthalpy

of the demixed state being a linear weighted average thereof:
,-

(Φ+ ) = 3 4

4

+ 3 44

44

.

(2.14)

So, the criterion for local stability may be described by the second derivative of the free
enthalpy with respect to composition, being either negative for unstable or positive for locally
stable blends. For intermediate temperatures, i.e. temperatures below the so-called critical
temperature

56 7

the Δ

function may be W-shaped with two convex minima for

extreme compositions as depicted in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: W-shaped Gibbs free energy of mixing (solid line) for an asymmetric blend with
! = 1, ! = 1.3, & = 1000 K and ' = −0.1 for a temperature of = 3/4 56 7
(for parameters, see Equation 2.11).
denotes the free enthalpy of the mixed state,
the free enthalpy of the demixed state with the phase compositions Φ′ and Φ′′.
,The dashed line represents the common tangent, which is used for construction of the
binodal.
Hence, blends are always stable for extreme compositions irrespective of the
temperature. For intermediate compositions, however, a miscibility gap appears where the
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system phase separates into a demixed state with its free enthalpy being lower than for the

mixed state. The compositions of both phases Φ4 and Φ44 in the demixed state are again
defined by the linear weighted average of the free enthalpies of both phases (see
Equations 2.13 and 2.14), where the lowest possible

,-

is obtained from a common

tangent. Obviously, the construction of this common tangent requires the slope in both points

where it touches the <=>?

function to be equal. This is equivalent to equating the chemical

potentials of both phases
∂Δ
∂Δ
@
B
=@
B
.
∂Φ CDCE
∂Φ
CDCEE

(2.15)

All initial compositions between Φ4 and Φ44 will phase separate into exactly these
compositions with their relative amounts being determined by the lever rule. Equation 2.15
is the binodal condition from which the binodal line in a phase diagram may be constructed
if the temperature dependence of Δ

is known. Within the miscibility gap defined by the

binodal line, which represents the equilibrium phase separated compositions at given
temperature, two mechanisms of demixing occur. The aforementioned criterion for local
stability which was defined as the second derivative being either positive or negative
separates unstable from metastable regions within the miscibility gap. The inflection points
of the free enthalpy function
∂F Δ
∂ΦF

=0

(2.16)

separate these regions. This is the spinodal condition, from which the spinodal line may be
constructed. Between both inflection points, the mixed state is unstable, and demixing occurs
spontaneously via spinodal decomposition leading to a bicontinuous morphology, which
subsequently coalesces, eventually leading to isolated domains. Between the inflection points
and the separated equilibrium phase compositions, the second derivative is positive, and
although the free enthalpy of the mixed state is higher than for the demixed state, the mixed
state is stable to small fluctuations. Within these metastable regions phase separation occurs
by nucleation and growth leading to an emulsion of droplets of one phase in the other.
For construction of a binary liquid-liquid phase diagram the conditions (2.15) and (2.16)
need to be solved. The first and second derivatives with respect to the volume fraction of the
free enthalpy of mixing in its generalized form (2.12) are

11

∂Δ
∂Φ

=

"

1
1
(lnΦ + 1) −
(lnΦ + 1) + χ(1 − 2Φ )#,
!
!

∂F Δ
∂ΦF

The relation Φ = 1 − Φ

=

"

1
1
+
− 2χ#.
! Φ
! Φ

(2.17)

(2.18)

was used to obtain these derivatives. The binodal line in a

temperature-composition phase diagram is obtained by solving condition (2.15) which
involves the construction of the common tangent at given temperature for the temperature
range of interest. So, for each temperature a line has to be found which is a tangent to two

points of the Δ

function to obtain Φ4 ( ) and Φ44 ( ). Near the critical temperature

however, this approach may fail due to the shape of the function which flattens as the
temperature approaches

56 7 .

An empirical approximation from Cook and Hillard [30] may

be used for this temperature range, which relates the binodal to the spinodal curves at given
temperature, if the latter is known:
G = √3I,

(2.19)

where G and I are the distances to the critical composition of the binodal and spinodal
compositions, respectively. For a regular solution (or a symmetrical polymer blend) however,

! = ! = ! and thus the common tangent is horizontal. In this case, equating (2.17) to
zero, applying (2.11), and resolving into

yields the binodal temperature as function of the

volume fraction:

J

KL
ln(Φ /Φ )
= &@
− 'B .
(2Φ − 1)!

(2.20)

Compositional dependence of (2.11) was omitted in this case, but if the exact form of ((Φ)
is known, it may be considered in the calculation of

J . The

spinodal, on the other hand, may

be easily obtained for asymmetric blends from the inflection points by applying condition
(2.15). Resolving into the corresponding interaction parameter yields
χM =

1
1
1
@
+
B,
2 ! Φ
! Φ

(2.21)
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which allows for construction of the spinodal line in a temperature-composition phase
diagram by equating to (2.11) and resolving into the temperature

M

KL
1
1
= 2& @
+
− 2'B .
! Φ
! Φ

(2.22)

Again, compositional dependence was omitted here. In Figure 2.3, the construction of an
exemplary, symmetrical binary liquid-liquid equilibrium phase diagram from its Gibbs free
energy hypersurface is illustrated.

hypersurface for a symmetrical blend with ! = ! = 1,
Figure 2.3: Exemplary Δ
& = 1000 K and ' = −0.1 with a critical temperature slightly above 200°C. The
curved green, orange and blue lines represent isotherms. Green color denotes the stable
regime, orange the metastable regime and blue the unstable regime. The binodal is
represented by a red curve and the spinodal by a black curve. The projection onto the
composition-temperature plane resembles the corresponding phase diagram.
The critical composition Φ56 7 may be found at the maximum temperature, which

corresponds to the lowest χM . Equating the first derivative of (2.21) to zero and resolving
into Φ yields

13

Φ56 7 =

N!

N! + N!

.

(2.23)

By combining equations (2.21) and (2.23), the critical interaction parameter
χ56 7

F

1 1
1
= O
+
P
2 N!
N!

(2.24)

is determined. From that, the critical temperature may be obtained

56 7

=

&
.
χ56 7 − '

(2.25)

For a regular solution and a symmetric polymer blend, the critical composition is
Φ56 7 = 0.5 and approaches extreme values for polymer solutions. The critical interaction

parameter of a regular solution is χ56 7 = 2, whereas its value decreases with increasing
difference in molecular size of components A and B. For polymer solutions and polymer
blends it gets tiny. The critical temperature is an upper critical solution temperature (UCST)

if the parameter & in (2.11) and (2.25) is positive, whereas a lower critical solution
temperature (LCST) is obtained for negative values of &.
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2.3. Binary solid-liquid equilibrium phase diagrams
Compared to binary liquid-liquid phase diagrams, an even greater variety of possible
solid-liquid phase diagrams was identified for binary blends. In this section, however, only
the two simplest cases will be covered, as only these are of relevance for our material systems.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Solid-liquid equilibrium phase diagram for an isomorphous system (a) and a
eutectic system with no solid solubility (b). See text for description of labels.
As mentioned before, mixing in the liquid phase is always obtained for a binary ideal

solution (! = ! = 1, χ = 0). Upon solidification, i.e. crystallization, the components
may either be miscible leading to an isomorphous solid solution, or immiscible with a more
or less pronounced miscibility gap in the solid state showing a eutectic phase. Miscibility in
the solid state thereby depends on whether the components are similar in terms of crystal
structure and molecular size. As depicted in Figure 2.4 a), in a binary isomorphous system a
two-phase region (II) is located in between the liquid (I) and solid (III) one phase regions.
The line separating the liquid (melt) from the solid-liquid two-phase region is called liquidus,
the line separating the solid solution from the two-phase region is the solidus. Upon cooling
from

L

to

F

in Figure 2.4 a) at the temperature where the liquidus is crossed, a solid

solution begins to form with the composition corresponding to the point where the respective
isotherm (dotted line) and the solidus intersect. At a temperature within the two-phase region

15

the relative amounts of liquid and solid solution are again determined by the lever rule.2
Upon further cooling, the solidus is crossed and the whole melt solidifies. The last melt
droplet has a composition corresponding to the intersection of the isotherm with the liquidus.

Figure 2.5: Solid-liquid equilibrium phase diagram for a eutectic system with partial
miscibility in the solid state. See text for description of labels.
However, in the solid state at even lower temperatures, an underlying miscibility gap
may exist, which often leads to a deformation of the two-phase region and a minimum in the
melting temperature may occur. The system then is partially miscible in the solid state. If this
miscibility gap extends to higher temperatures, i.e. into the region where the aforementioned
decomposition into liquid and solid solution happens, a eutectic phase behavior, as depicted
in Figure 2.5 results. Here, region I is the homogeneous melt, regions V and VI are solid
solutions rich in component B and A, respectively. The solid-liquid two phase region is split
into a region of melt and solid solution rich in B (II) and A (III), respectively. Region IV
resembles a two-phase region of both solid solutions. The solidus is horizontal for
intermediate compositions and approaches the pure substances’ melting points for extreme
compositions. The lines separating region IV from regions V and VI are the so-called solvus
lines. The point, at which regions I, II, III and IV are in contact, is the eutectic point (depicted
by E). At the corresponding composition, the system solidifies like a pure substance, both
solid solutions crystallize at the same time. If the miscibility gap extends over the whole
composition range, a eutectic phase diagram with no solid solubility is obtained as can be
seen in Figure 2.4 b). In this case, the regions V and VI as well as the solvus lines vanish,

2

Strictly speaking, this applies only, if cooling takes place slowly, so that it may be considered a quasi-static process. Upon
fast cooling the composition of the solid solution varies with the distance to the melt-solid interface.
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and the solidus is horizontal over the whole composition range. The two solid-liquid
two-phase regions II and III now consist of melt and pure substances B and A, respectively.
The solid-solid two-phase region consists of both components’ pure crystals. The two
liquidus lines represent the melting point depression of component A due to presence of
component B and vice versa. In a phase diagram of temperature versus composition of
component A, the left branch of the liquidus may be obtained from the well-known Van’t
Hoff equation in its integrated form
1

R

Herein,

R

and

R +

−

1

R +

=−

SlnΦ
.
ΔTUM

(2.26)

are the melting temperatures of component B in the mixed and pure

state, respectively. S is the ideal gas constant and ΔTUM

is the enthalpy of fusion of

component B, which is assumed to be constant in the considered temperature range. The same
holds for the right branch, which is the melting point depression of substance A. It may be
calculated by replacing the respective quantities. The solidus is obtained from the intersection
of both liquidus lines.
So far, all descriptions were carried out on ideal solutions for equal sized molecules with
no enthalpic interactions. An expression for the melting point depression for polymer

solutions (! 2 1, ! = 1, χ 1 0) with no solid solubilty was provided by Flory [31]

which was then extended to crystalline-amorphous polymer blends (! 2 1, ! 2 1, χ 1 0)
by Nishi and Wang [32]. It satisfies the relation
1

R

−
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R
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1
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!

(2.27)

As for the case of ideal solutions, this expression may be used for calculation of the left
branch of the liquidus in a binary eutectic phase diagram with no solid solubility and the right
branch may be obtained by interchanging the respective quantities. Both melting point
depression curves again intersect at the solidus temperature. It is noteworthy that

Equation 2.27 may be also used for the determination of the interaction parameter χ from
experimental melting point depression values as a function of temperature and composition.
This, however, is only true for the melting of a crystalline component in an amorphous
matrix. If component A starts to melt while component B is still crystalline, this approach is
not suitable for determination of χ.
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2.4. Ternary blends
Non-miscible binary fluid mixtures which undergo phase separation may be stabilized
by the addition of a third surfactant-like component. For certain compositions, these ternary
mixtures may form complex thermodynamically stable structures, referred to as
microemulsions. Historically, these structures were first identified in water-oil-surfactant
systems, which will serve as a starting point in this section. Some principles governing the
phase behavior will be described and will then be compared to polymeric systems which do
not contain water as one of the components. Finally, we will discuss to which extent these
principles can be applied to our material systems.
Although there are substantial differences in the phase behavior of polymeric and
aqueous systems, certain similarities may be found. The most striking difference is the
driving force for phase separation which in aqueous systems is the hydrophobic effect. It is
argued [33] to be an entropic effect related to the disruption of hydrogen bonds between water
molecules when a nonpolar molecule is introduced into the system. The interaction between
water and oil is thus highly unfavorable. In polymeric systems the driving force for phase
separation is merely due to the tiny entropy of mixing related to the typically high number of

repeating units ! or polymerization degree (see Section 2.1). Demixing may take place
even for chemically similar systems like blends of protonated and perdeuterated
1,4-polybutadiene [34].3
Consider a general symmetric 50/50 water-oil mixture with varying amounts of added
non-ionic surfactant. The complex phase behavior of such a system may be represented by
an isopleth along a constant water-oil ratio of 1 (see Figure 2.6). This cut through the ternary
phase prism is a phase diagram of temperature versus surfactant concentration and is referred
to as fish-cut isopleth because its shape resembles a fish [37]. This shape is mainly owed to
the presence of a closed-loop miscibility gap in the binary water-surfactant system (within
the temperature range of interest) and upper critical solution behavior of both, water-oil and
oil-surfactant binaries. At low surfactant concentrations for low temperatures, a two-phase
region exists with the surfactant being mainly dissolved in the water-rich phase forming an
oil-in-water microemulsion which coexists with an excess oil phase. As the temperature is
increased, the surfactant becomes more soluble in the oil-rich phase thus inverting the phase
behavior. At higher surfactant concentrations for intermediate temperatures, a three-phase

3

In this case, in terms of so-called solubility parameters (see [35,36] for details), it is rather the difference in molar volumes
of the monomer than the difference in interaction energies that leads to different cohesive energy densities and thus solubility
parameters, promoting demixing.
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regime is entered, composed of a water-rich, an oil-rich and a bicontinuous microemulsion
phase, where the surfactant is mainly located at the water-oil interphase. Further increase of
the surfactant concentration leads to a single homogeneous bicontinuous microemulsion
phase at intermediate temperatures. The temperature range over which the microemulsion is
stable can be tuned to some extent by the addition of cosolvents like alcohols, or the salinity
of the aqueous phase. At high surfactant concentrations a lamellar liquid crystalline phase
with layers of oil and water separated by the surfactant is formed. Increase or decrease of
temperature leads to spherical water-in-oil or oil-in-water microemulsions, however.

Figure 2.6: Top: ternary phase prism with 50/50 A/B isopleth represented by shaded region.
Bottom left: fish-cut isopleth for ternary water/oil/surfactant system. Bottom
right: fish-cut-like isopleth for ternary A/B/A-B homopolymer/block-copolymer system.
[38], modified.
The situation is somewhat different for non-miscible binary homopolymer blends which
are stabilized by an appropriate block-copolymer, where all mutual binaries show an upper
critical solution behavior. The phase behavior strongly depends on the compatibility of the
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homopolymers and the symmetry of the block-copolymer. For moderately incompatible
homopolymer blends, small amounts of block-copolymer lead to a single homogeneous
phase. The block-copolymer then basically acts as a random-copolymer being equally
distributed throughout the mixture [39]. A more complex phase behavior is observed for
highly incompatible homopolymers. Let us again consider a symmetric 50/50 mixture for
which we may construct a fish-cut-like isopleth, like we did for the aforementioned aqueous
system. The binary upper critical solution temperature of the homoblend is lowered upon
addition of small amounts of symmetric block-copolymer.4 And the interfacial tension is
reduced approximately linear with increasing copolymer content, which is attributed to the
copolymer being located at the homopolymer interface.5 Within the two-phase region, the
kinetics of phase separation become slowed and even may arrest upon addition of copolymer
[42,43]. At intermediate copolymer content and low temperature, a bicontinuous
microemulsion phase is formed which is similar to the analogous bicontinuous phases found
in aqueous systems. And at high copolymer content for low temperatures, an ordered lamellar
phase is observed where the block-copolymer microdomains swell with the compatible
homopolymer. As in pure block-copolymers, for increasing temperatures, an order-disorder
transition takes place.
The tendency of a block-copolymer to migrate into the homopolymer interface and thus
its surface activity, however, is strongly related to its molecular weight, i.e. its molecular
size. Several studies indicate [44,45], that the chain length of each block should be at least
the length of the respective homopolymer in order to have an impact on the interfacial tension
between both homopolymers. The same principle holds for aqueous systems. The surface
activity of linear alcohols6, for instance, becomes significant only at carbon numbers far
exceeding C2 [46]. Thus, for a molecule to form complex fluid structures, a certain minimum
molecular size must be guaranteed, which, of course, depends on the degree of
incompatibility of both structural motifs within the molecule. For aqueous systems, where
the hydrophobic effect is responsible for a strong phase separation tendency, the molecules
may be shorter (especially if they carry a charge) than in polymeric systems where the

4

This however, is only true for highly symmetric block-copolymers. If an asymmetric block-copolymer is added to a binary
homoblend even destabilization may take place resulting in an increase of the UCST at low copolymer contents [40] along
with a shift of the critical homopolymer ratio, i.e. binary critical composition.
5 For moderately incompatible homoblends also a reduction in interfacial tension is observed, which scales roughly linear
with the copolymer content. This finding is attributed to a dilution of the respective homopolymer in each phase due to the
presence of equally distributed copolymer [41].
6 Linear alcohols are not surfactants in the strict sense, because of their inability to form micellar aggregates in aqueous
solutions. They are rather considered cosolvents, which, however, concededly impact on system parameters like the critical
micelle concentration in aqueous surfactant solutions.
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incompatibility of the involved homopolymers typically is less pronounced. However, it has
been demonstrated [47] that even comparably tiny block-cooligomers with molecular lengths
of only a few nanometers may form ordered structures, if an additional driving force for
structuring is present, e.g. if they contain structural motifs which lead to the formation of
liquid crystalline aggregates.
If the molecules do not meet the above requirements being either too small or too similar
(in their structural motifs), they are more likely to act as impurities do in binary fluid
mixtures. Just as block-copolymers, impurities may alter the locus of the binary critical point.
It is well-known [48], that the addition of an impurity which dissolves in both components
of the binary mixture (which corresponds to a symmetric block-copolymer) may lower an
upper critical solution temperature, whereas an increase is observed for impurities which are
insoluble in one phase (which corresponds to a highly asymmetric block-copolymer). This is
the so-called Timmermann’s rule. Surprisingly, studies [49,50] on the system
methanol-cyclohexane have found a correlation between the shift in the critical temperature
and a shift in critical composition for two impurities with vastly different solubilities, namely
acetone and water. Thereby the added impurity was treated as a perturbation of the binary
system. Addition of acetone resulted in a decrease of the critical solution temperature and a
decrease in the critical composition, which was expressed in volume fraction of methanol.
Addition of water on the other hand, resulted in an increase in both, critical temperature and
composition, which was again expressed in volume fraction of methanol. This indicates, that
an impurity may change the critical ratio of both components of a binary fluid mixture, since
the shift in critical composition may either be positive or negative. Several years later, the
above mentioned empirical correlation was extended to several other binary fluid mixtures
[51]. It satisfies the relation
56 7

where

56 7

−

56 7,+

56 7,+

=±

Y56 7 − Y56 7,+
,
Y56 7,+

(2.28)

and Y56 7 represent the critical temperature and critical composition 7 ,

respectively, after the impurity was added, and the index 0 denotes the unperturbed system.
This is a striking difference to the previously described systems, since a shift in critical
composition is not expected for neither water-oil-surfactant, nor (symmetric) ternary
homopolymer-block-copolymer blends. Furthermore, it could be demonstrated [52], that
7

The choice of the composition variable, whether it be mass, mole or volume fraction has only a minor impact on the scaled
shift in the critical composition, especially if the shifts are small [51].
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impurities may slow the kinetics of phase separation and even lead to an arrest of the
demixing process just like block-copolymers in ternary polymer systems do. So, in principle,
impurities may also produce bicontinuous disordered nanostructures by slowing of the
demixing process of a critical binary mixture, which upon cooling below its critical
temperature decomposes by spinodal decomposition.
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2.5. Differential Scanning Calorimetry
In this section, the most popular thermal analysis technique these days will be presented,
which is differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 8 Thereby the term DSC refers to the
technique as well as the instrument, that is, the calorimeter. In this technique, commonly the
sample and a reference cell are subjected to a temperature program and the heat flow is
recorded as a function of temperature or time. Material properties like melting and
crystallization temperature, heat of fusion, heat capacity at constant pressure9, glass transition
temperature and liquid crystalline transitions may be deduced from temperature ramp
experiments. In isothermal mode, kinetics of crystallization processes or chemical reactions
may be examined. We will start with a brief description of the technique and will then focus
on the basic principles of signal formation of a DSC trace. We will limit to relevant thermal
transitions like melting and crystallization, as well as glass transitions since only these
transitions play a role in this work.
Prior to examination, the sample is encapsulated in a metal pan, which in most cases is
made of high purity aluminum and placed into the sample holder of the calorimeter. An
identical, but empty sample pan is placed into the reference holder. Typically, both cells are
purged with an inert gas at constant flow rate (but also reactive gases may be used depending
on the experiment). The purge gas increases heat transfer to the sample, prevents
condensation of water inside the cells and provides a constant inert gas atmosphere, which
prevents oxidation at high temperatures. Also, contaminants like degradation products are
carried away from the instrument. Two different technologies of DSC instruments have been
developed, which differ greatly in their operating principle, but still provide comparable
results. They will be sketched briefly in the following paragraph.
The two types of instruments are heat flux and power compensated DSCs. Heat flux
DSCs typically exhibit a straighter baseline10 than power compensated instruments, because
here a single heating block is present, which heats sample and reference cells at the same
time with the same heating rate. Both cells are separated by a bridge and have separate
temperature sensors. The measured signal is the temperature difference Δ

between sample

and reference, which is proportional to the heat flow into or out of the sample. This can be
seen from the thermal analog of Ohm’s law:

8

For some comprehensive reviews on DSC, see [53–55].
In a DSC experiment, only the heat capacity at constant pressure is accessible because it is impossible to keep the sample
at constant volume upon heating. Some thermal expansion of the sample will always be present.
10 The term baseline refers to a measurement with two empty sample pans and should ideally be a straight-line parallel to
the time or temperature axis.
9
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d[ Δ
=
.
d\ S7]

(2.29)

Herein, [ is the heat, \ the time and S7] the thermal resistance between sample and
reference. The left-hand side of this equation is the heat flow. In contrast to that power
compensated DSCs, which are exclusively manufactured by Perkin Elmer, exhibit two
separate and nearly identical holders, each with its own microheater and temperature sensor.
They are located inside a block with a comparably huge heat capacity and therefore nearly
constant temperature. It acts as a heat sink and is often cooled to a specified low temperature
to ensure controlled cooling rates.11 Since both holders will never be absolutely identical,
the baseline will be more or less curved in this DSC. However, for this instrument a baseline
may be recorded in advance with two empty pans (of same weight and thus heat capacity)
and this baseline may be subtracted from the actual measurement.12 When the experiment
starts, an average amplifier heats both cells at a constant average heating rate. 13 The
temperature of both cells is then returned from the temperature sensors and compared to the
programmed temperature at given time and the average amplifier uses this signal to ensure
that the average temperature is as close as possible to the programmed one. Since the sample
cell will be heated somewhat slower because of the contained sample, it will lag behind the
reference cell. In order to equalize the temperatures of sample and reference, a second power
source, the differential amplifier will then provide additional heat to the sample. The power
from the differential amplifier is the measuring signal in this type of DSC and it is
proportional to the samples heat capacity in absence of a thermal transition like e.g. melting
or crystallization. The circuits with and without differential amplifier are referred to as closed
loop and open loop, respectively (see Figure 2.7). The open loop configuration is similar to
Δ

of a heat flux DSC. Since the signal in both types of DSCs corresponds to the heat flux

(but differs in origin), within this section we will be using the terminology originating from
heat flux DSCs since the phenomena are easier to describe in terms of temperature difference
than differential power.

11

In fact, even more important than the possibility of controlled cooling, a constant block temperature is necessary for
achieving of comparable results and a stable baseline.
12 Note, that this is not valid for heat flux DSCs, as here the baseline shape is a direct representation of the temperature
difference of sample and reference, whereas in power-compensated DSCs the measuring signal has the dimension of power,
which is additive.
13 The term average temperature refers to the arithmetic mean of both cell temperatures.
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Figure 2.7: Closed loop and open loop configurations of a power-compensated DSC. At \+
the configuration is altered. Open loop corresponds to Δ of a heat flux DSC. ^_ is
the average temperature, ` and a are the reference and sample temperature,
respectively. [54], modified.
Before the operator starts the experiment, the encapsuled sample within the sample cell
and the reference pan within the reference cell are in thermal equilibrium. When the
temperature ramp begins (at

L

in Figure 2.8), heat is transferred to both cells. Between the

sample holder, the sample pan and the sample itself some thermal resistance is present.
Additionally, upon heating a temperature gradient develops within the sample, which
depends on the sample size. Therefore, in a DSC experiment the sample size is small,
typically a few milligram. Since the sample has a finite heat capacity, more heat is necessary
to achieve the same temperature at given time compared to the reference cell. Hence a thermal
lag, i.e. a temperature difference Δ

between sample and reference cell will develop, which

initially leads to an exponentially rising, endothermic transient signal, which magnitude
depends on the sample’s heat capacity and the heating rate (see DSC trace in Figure 2.8 in
between

L

and

F ).

After a certain period (time to steady-state), the temperature difference will reach a
constant value leading to a more or less horizontal baseline, i.e. steady-state conditions. Since
the sample’s heat capacity is a function of temperature, deviations from a perfectly horizontal
shape will occur. Additionally, if the sample and reference cell are not perfectly symmetrical
(due to slight differences in the pan mass and shape and thus thermal resistance), some
curvature will be present. As described previously, the degree of curvature strongly depends
on the used apparatus.
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Figure 2.8: DSC trace of a low-molecular-weight crystalline substance. Endothermic is
upwards. The points depicted by
represent temperatures. At L the temperature
ramp is started, and steady-state conditions are achieved at F . The melting process
begins at b . From c to d the melting signal is linear (leading edge). At e , the
whole sample has melted, and steady-state conditions are re-achieved at f . R depicts
the extrapolated melting point. The shaded areas B and C are approximately equal and
areas A and C are proportional to the enthalpy of fusion.
Let us now consider a thermal event, which in the simplest case may be an endothermic
melting transition of a low-molecular-mass crystalline substance like e.g. indium. When the
sample starts to melt at temperature
exponential manner till temperature

b

c

the signal shifts to the endothermic direction in an
is reached. This is due to the presence of minor

amounts of impurities (or may be caused by the melting of smaller agglomerates of material
in the case of a powdery or inhomogeneous sample). In the temperature interval

c

−

d

the

curve becomes linear. This part of the signal is called the leading edge. Since melting is a
first-order phase transition, in this region the sample temperature will remain constant at
and will not change until the whole sample has completed the phase transition. As melting
ends at temperature

g

the sample temperature begins to increase causing a transient signal

until it eventually catches up with the reference temperature at

f,

where steady-state

conditions are re-achieved. For (high-purity) low-molecular-mass substances the melting
point is determined by the intersection of the leading edge with the extrapolated baseline
(see Figure 2.8 at

), whereas for polymers exhibiting a non-equilibrium nature of the

melting process, the peak value

g

is considered the melting temperature by convention.

Baseline extrapolation within the melting regime should be performed by a sigmoidal as the
heat capacities of solid and melt may differ. This involves drawing of tangents of the part of
the DSC trace just before and after the melting peak, a method which is often provided by
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the software package of the calorimeter used. Strictly speaking, this method of determination
of the melting temperature is only valid for high-purity substances with a purity exceeding
99.9%, but in practice it is frequently used for less pure components as well, therefore it
should be noted, that a melting temperature may be only determined with an uncertainty of

not less than ±1 K. When it comes to determination of the involved latent heat, which in
this case is the enthalpy of fusion, one should bear in mind, that the melting process is already
finished at point

g

in Figure 2.8. Therefore, the heat of fusion is proportional to areas A

and B. However, the determination of area B is difficult, but it can be shown, that if the heat
capacities of solid and melt do not differ much 14 area B equals area C. So, in good
approximation, integration of the melting peak along the extrapolated baseline provides the
heat of fusion.
At point

h

in Figure 2.8, the temperature ramp ends, and the system returns to

isothermal conditions. Usually a DSC sample is kept at this elevated temperature for some
time to ensure complete melting. This procedure is done to erase the so-called thermal history
of the sample15. Subsequent cooling may either lead to crystallization or vitrification of the
sample, depending on the nature of the material being investigated and the cooling rate. When
the melt is being cooled down, at a certain temperature, the free enthalpy of the crystals will
be smaller than for the melt. And if enough crystallization nuclei may form and grow, melt
crystallization will take place. However, the crystallization temperature will be somewhat
lower, than the melting temperature, because of a finite activation energy being involved in
the nucleus formation. This phenomenon is called supercooling. In the DSC trace an
exothermic signal will develop with roughly the same area as the melting peak, if the whole
sample crystallizes. Often, however, not a single peak is observed, but a superposition of
several signals, because the sample may start to crystallize at different positions, especially
if several melt droplets of different sizes are present within the sample pan.
At high cooling rates or for samples which do not tend to crystallize easily16, vitrification
may take place leading to an amorphous yet mechanically solid phase, i.e. a glass. Upon
vitrification, the viscosity of the studied material shows a sudden increase until no viscous

14

Often this is not the case, but the error made is typically very small, so that the baseline method finds application in
virtually every laboratory.
15 All information from the preceding sample processing like amorphous-crystalline ratio or morphology will be lost upon
melting. For low-molecular-weight samples however, this step time should be kept short to prevent vaporization and
subsequent deposition of material on the top side of the sample pan lid, which would yield to a non-uniform material
distribution within the pan.
16 If the heating rate is high enough, the increasing viscosity of the sample upon cooling may hinder nucleus formation and
subsequent growing of the crystals. Especially, in the case of amorphous polymers or small molecules with extended, highly
flexible side groups, a crystalline state is simply not achievable.
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flow is present anymore which eventually leads to a hard and relatively brittle material. Thus,
in the glassy state no long-range order is present and the morphology of the melt is preserved.
In a DSC trace, the glass transition may be identified as a step in the heat capacity while (for
amorphous materials) the transition temperature is strongly heating rate dependent and is
usually not the same upon heating and cooling. The glass transition is therefore no
thermodynamic phase transition, it is rather considered a kinetic phenomenon, although its
abrupt change in the heat capacity, which is a second order derivative of the free enthalpy,
resembles characteristics of a second order phase transition in the Ehrenfest sense. So, in
order to compare glass transition temperatures, one should always specify which rate was
used and whether it has been measured upon heating or cooling.

Figure 2.9: Determination of the glass transition temperature in a DSC trace. Endothermic
is upwards.
Usually, the glass transition temperature

i

is taken as the temperature, where the half

value of the involved heat capacity increase is reached. For the exact determination, tangents
of the linear portions of the DSC trace in the glassy and melted regions should be extrapolated
into the transition region (see. Figure 2.9), a method which is usually provided in the software
package of the used DSC. If the transition is hardly visible, the inflection point is often used,
which may be easily determined from the derivative of the DSC trace as a sharp peak.
However, this leads to a slightly different value, as may be seen in Figure 2.9 (depicted
with

i ′).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.10: Origin of exothermic (a) and endothermic (b) hysteresis peaks in a DSC trace.
Solid lines: cooling curve of a previously melted sample, dashed lines: subsequent
heating curve. Since integration of the heat capacity yields the total enthalpy of the
sample, the shaded areas must be equal. If the heating rate is slower than in the preceding
cooling run, the glass transition will take place at lower temperature, whereas it will take
place at higher temperature if the rate is higher. [54], modified.
Ideally, determination of

i

should be carried out on the cooling curve, since here the

transition signal is free of those artifacts, which are related to the thermal history of the
sample and usually appear in the heating curve. These artifacts are so-called hysteresis peaks,
which may appear either at the low or the high temperature end of the transition pointing in
the exothermic or endothermic direction, respectively. If the glass was formed with a higher
cooling rate than the actual rate upon subsequent reheating (i.e. it was quenched), a broad
exothermic peak will form on the low temperature end. Therefore, the temperature range of
the measurement should be chosen large enough not to overlook this artifact, which would
lead to a false determination of

i.

And if the heating rate is higher, than the preceding

cooling rate upon vitrification was or if the glass was annealed for some time below

i,

a

sharp endothermic peak will appear at the high temperature end. It is however noteworthy,
that the same hysteresis peak will be visible even if cooling and subsequent heating is
performed with identical rates, because upon reheating some substantial sub-

i

annealing

of the glass will take place. This is especially true for low cooling and heating rates. The
origin of these artifacts may be understood if one bears in mind that since the DSC trace is a
representation of the heat capacity at constant pressure, integration to the temperature will
yield the total enthalpy of the sample. As depicted in Figure 2.10 a) for an exothermic
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hysteresis peak, the heating rate is faster and since the glass transition depends on the used
rate, the transition will take place later (at higher temperature). However, the total enthalpy,
being a function of state, needs to be the same for cooling and heating. Therefore, a hysteresis
peak must appear for the shaded areas in Figure 2.10 to be equal in size. The same
argumentation holds for the exothermic peak, where the glass transition takes place at lower
temperature. Still, the determination of

i

is frequently being performed upon heating. This

is mainly for historical reasons, because technically it was easier to realize controlled heating
rates than it was the case for cooling. But sometimes also information about the thermal
history may be of interest to the operator. Additionally, these hysteresis peaks may help to
identify glass transitions which are very subtle, e.g. in samples with only little material.
For semi-crystalline materials, like the materials studied in this work, the glass transition
may be hardly visible, if to some extent crystallization has taken place prior to vitrification
of the amorphous fraction. Then the Δ(g value depends on the degree of crystallization in
contrast to amorphous systems, where it merely depends on the molecular structure. In
amorphous polymers, as stated by Wunderlich’s rule, the specific heat capacity increase is
typically 11 J/(K mol) for one mobile unit of the polymer chain, but can be as high as twice
or three times that value depending on the size of the units. Another difference to purely
amorphous systems is the absence of hysteresis peaks, because here the glass transition is

virtually independent of the rate.17 Instead, Δ(g decreases with decreasing rate because the
amorphous fraction gets considerably smaller at lower rates (upon cooling). Upon reheating
of the glassy sample to temperatures above

i

the sample may crystallize, which is referred

to as cold crystallization. In contrast to that, crystallization upon cooling of the melt is called
melt crystallization. If a semi-crystalline sample does not melt crystallize upon cooling but
forms a glass, a subsequent heating run with an identical heating rate as the previous cooling
rate often leads to cold crystallization. This is because in heating conditions more heat is
present which provides the needed activation energy for crystallization to take place whereas
in cooling mode heat is rather dissipated from the sample.

17

This is attributed to the presence of a rigid amorphous phase at the interface of purely crystalline and purely amorphous
parts of the sample.
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2.6. Glass transition in amorphous blend systems
In this section, the glass transition in amorphous blends will be discussed. We will start
with general remarks on miscibility and its impact on the glass transition. Single-phase
systems will be treated in more detail and selected relations for the compositional dependence
of the glass transition will be presented.
A blend which forms one single phase upon mixing at any composition is usually
considered miscible. If for some compositions a miscibility gap is present, the system will
phase separate into two distinct phases, being either partially miscible or immiscible, if the
gap extends over the entire composition range (cf. Sections 2.1 and 2.2). And if the refractive
indices of the involved components differ significantly, turbidity measurements are a
convenient method for determination of miscibility on the scale of microns. Heterogeneities
below this experimental resolution, however, remain undetected. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) as well as scattering techniques like small angle X-ray (SAXS) or neutron
scattering (SANS) allow for identification of phase domain sizes down to 5 nm or 20 nm,
respectively – wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) even down to the molecular level
(0.1 - 1 nm). Given that some prerequisites are met, the glass transition temperature, as
determined by DSC, may be a reliable indicator of miscibility. However, the investigated
blend system should be free of any thermal history related to the preparation technique and
should have achieved its equilibrium morphology prior to evaluation [56]. In Figure 2.11, the
expected compositional variation of glass transition temperatures for miscible (a), partially
miscible (b) and immiscible (c) blends is depicted schematically. An indicator for miscibility
is the presence of a single composition-dependent glass transition signal for all blend
compositions, which is located in between the glass transition temperatures of the pure
components. Partially miscible blends, on the other hand, exhibit two distinct glass transitions
with a more or less pronounced convergence, i.e. the signals are shifted towards each other.
The strength and width of the signals is altered as well. They usually extend over a wider
temperature range. For completely immiscible blends, two composition-independent glass
transition signals are recorded essentially corresponding to the neat materials’ glass transition
temperatures. However, in a DSC experiment two

i

signals are only expected to appear at

domain sizes exceeding 15 - 20 nm. Smaller heterogeneities like e.g. microphase separated
structures

cannot

be

resolved

with

DSC

[57].

For

instance,

blends

of

poly(methyl methacrylate) and poly(vinyl phenol) display a single composition-dependent
glass transition in DSC indicating miscibility, but appear heterogeneous at smaller length
scales (2 - 15 nm) as could be shown by dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), SAXS and
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solid state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (ssNMR) [58–60]. So, whether a blend
is considered homogeneous (miscible) or heterogeneous (immiscible) clearly depends on the
resolution of the experimental probing technique.

Figure 2.11: Compositional variation of glass transition temperatures for miscible (a),
partially miscible (b) and immiscible (c) blends.
For miscible single-phase blends, several approaches exist to model the compositional
dependence of the single glass transition observed in DSC experiments. The by far simplest
mixing rule is the linear combination of the pure components’ glass transition temperatures
weighted by the components composition, which may be either volume, molar or mass
fraction:
i, ,-^j

= kL

iL

+ kF

iF ,

(2.30)

with the indices 1, 2 and ideal representing component 1, 2 and the blend, respectively and

k> the mass fraction of component l.18 The predictive power of this relation, however, is
very limited. Another simple relation of the form
1

i

=

kL

iL

+

kF

iF

(2.31)

For historical reasons, the following relations will be formulated in terms of weight fractions w , since most relations
were initially developed for polymeric systems.

18
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was developed by Fox for random copolymers [61]. This phenomenological approach is able
to predict the apparent glass transition in athermal blend systems with no or very weak
specific interactions but fails for most exothermic and endothermic blends. More
sophisticated approaches based on the additivity of basic properties of the pure components
exist, which follow the mathematical form

i

where

=

kL

+ kF
kL + kF
iL

iF

,

(2.32)

is a model specific constant, which is assumed to be temperature independent. The

most prominent mixing rules are the Gordon-Taylor (GT) and Couchman-Karasz (CK)
equations. The relation proposed by Gordon and Taylor [62] assumes additivity of the volume
upon mixing (ideal volume of mixing) and a linear change in volume with temperature. The
constant

in

is given by

in

=

ρL ΔαF
,
ρF ΔαL

(2.33)

with ρ> representing the density and Δα = αj qU , − αrj^MM the change of the thermal
expansion coefficient at the glass transition of component l. In practice, however, some

practical simplifications have been employed to remove the α terms. By applying the
Simha-Boyer rule Δα>

i>

= s I\. Equation 2.33 reduces to [63]
tu

or

in

=

ρL
ρF

iF
iL

,

(2.34)

was treated as a fitting parameter [64]. The GT equation was initially developed for

copolymers but was then extensively used for binary blends. By assuming similar specific
volumes of both components, one arrives at the Fox equation (2.31). The Couchman-Karasz
relation [65], on the other hand, is a thermodynamic approach, which treats the glass
transition as a second order thermodynamic transition and assumes the entropy of mixing to
be continuous during the glass transition. It was initially formulated as a logarithmic GT-like
expression
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ln

i

=

kL ln

+ kF ln
kL + kF
iL

iF

,

(2.35)

with the constant

vw

=

Δ(gF
,
Δ(gL

(2.36)

where Δ(g = (x,j qU , − (g,rj^MM corresponds to the heat capacity step at the glass transition

temperature of component l. The heat capacities at constant pressure were assumed to be
temperature independent. By applying the approximation ln(1 + y) = y for small y one

arrives at the GT-like expression (2.32). Although these equations provide reasonable
predictions for some systems [66,67], they fail to correctly model the compositional
dependence of

i

for most binary single-phase blends.

and Δ i / i, ,-^j based on 12 binary molecular
Figure 2.12: Correlation between Δ
glass forming systems. Materials: (1) 1-butanol/1-bromobutane, (2) benzyl/mnitroaniline, (3) o-methoxymethylbenzene/m-methoxymethylbenzene, (4) methyl
m-toluate/methyl o-toluate, (5) o-dibromobenzene/m-dibromobenzene, (6) chloroform/
toluene, (7) diethylether/dichloromethane, (8) methanol/triethylamine, (9) 2-ethyl-1hexanol/2-ethyl-1-hexylamine,
(10)
chloroform/diethylether,
(11) chloroform/
triethylamine, (12) 1.2-propanediamine/propylene glycol, (13) 1,2-propanediamine/1,3propanediol. Reprinted from [68] under a CC-BY license (Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License).
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Recently [68], Tu and coworkers could correlate the apparent glass transition with the
enthalpy of mixing for 13 binary small-molecule blends exhibiting large as well as very small

positive or negative values of Δ

(see Figure 2.12). They found a quantitative linear

relationship of the form
−Δ

with Δ

i

=

i,- g

−

i, ,-^j

∝

Δ

i

i, ,-^j

,

(2.37)

being the difference between measured and predicted apparent

glass transition temperature from ideal mixing. So, exothermic blends produce positive
relative shifts of

i

whereas the shift is negative for endothermic blends. It is noteworthy

that Equation 2.37 is a function of composition, so that if any asymmetry is present in the
relative

i

shift, this directly corresponds to an asymmetric enthalpy of mixing. If for a given

blend the strength of interaction cannot be determined by other means, measurements of the
apparent glass transition at different blend compositions may provide an easy and fast
estimation thereof.
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3. Experimental
3.1. Materials
In this section, those organic functional materials will be presented, which represent the
subject of this work. We will start with some general remarks on the material class of
spiro-linked compounds. Relevant material properties like opto-electronic and thermal
characteristics will be highlighted, and it will be briefly discussed in how far these may serve
as an indication towards miscibility.
All nine compounds used in this work contain a spirobifluorene core with different
substitution patterns allowing to tune their opto-electronic and other physical properties. The
substitution patterns may either be identical or bifunctional. In principle, each compound
consists of two virtually independent π-systems, which are connected by a central
sp3-hybridized carbon atom. Due to the orthogonal configuration of both chromophores, they
may be regarded as largely uncorrelated electronic systems. Generally, interaction of both
π-systems is prevented in the ground state by symmetry mismatch of the wavefunctions that
describe the respective highest occupied molecular orbitals. Upon excitation, however,
higher orbitals may be occupied, which allow for an interaction of both π-systems. This
experimental finding is referred to as spiro-conjugation [69]. Particularly, this effect is
pronounced in bifunctional donor-acceptor molecules exhibiting heteroatoms in the direct
vicinity of the central spiro carbon atom [70]. Furthermore, for spirobifluorene it could be
shown [71,72] that upon excitation, energy may migrate between both bifluorene moieties
due to vibrational coupling and a concomitant reduction of symmetry. Anyway, by linking
two chromophores via a central sp3-hybridized carbon atom, a bulky, sterically demanding,
globular molecule of high molecular weight is created featuring increased solubility and glass
transition temperature compared to the non-linked parent compounds. A high glass transition
temperature leads to stabilization of the amorphous state, which is beneficial for many
opto-electronic applications [69]. The absence of grain boundaries, as would be present in
polycrystalline systems, decreases the number of traps for charge carriers, at the cost of
charge carrier mobility, though. 19 The material class of spiro-linked compounds was
successfully tested in many organic devices, as efficient light emitters [74,75] suitable for
organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), organic field effect transistors (OFETs) [76,77],
some of which exhibit organic magnetoresistance [78], and organic bulk-heterojunction solar

19

However, recently, Friend and coworkers demonstrated that in polymer/fullerene-based organic solar cells, one
component should be crystalline near the donor-acceptor interphase for efficient charge separation [73].
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cells [79], as well as in perovskite-based solar cells as hole-transport layer materials [80].
In this work, three electron donors, three electron acceptors and three surfactant-like,
bifunctional spiro compounds are used. Their chemical structure is depicted in Figure 3.1 and
syntheses are to be found elsewhere [69,81,82]. The donor molecules comprise
phenyl-substituents in the simplest case of spiro-quaterphenyl (spiro-4Φ) and arylamines in
the case of spiro-TAD and spiro-αNPB. Acceptors, on the other hand, are covered by
perfluorinated aromatics like toluene in spiro-PFT, pyridine in spiro-PFPy and benzonitrile
in spiro-PFΦ-CN. The three surfactant-like “top-down” asymmetric compounds are
composed of structural motifs from acceptors and donors, respectively, resulting in
bifunctional molecular properties. In the case of spiro-DPPFPy, one half corresponds to
spiro-TAD, whereas the second half resembles spiro-PFPy. Spiro-4Φ-PFT and
spiro-TAD-PFT contain acceptor units corresponding to spiro-PFT and donor units
corresponding to spiro-4Φ and spiro-TAD, respectively.

Figure 3.1: Molecular structures of the spiro-linked compounds used in this work.
Top: donor molecules, middle: acceptor molecules, bottom: surfactant-like molecules.
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The opto-electronic material characteristics in solution20 are compiled in Table 3.1. As

can be seen from the compounds’ maximum absorption wavelengths λ^JM , they were not

explicitly designed for being applied in organic photovoltaics (OPV). Their maximum
absorption wavelengths fall into the ultraviolet regime. Thus, they are not capable of
harvesting most of the terrestrial solar energy, even though their extinction coefficients are
fairly high. The donors and surfactant-like compounds containing arylamine moieties exhibit
HOMO levels (highest occupied molecular orbital) around 5 eV, making them excellent
hole-conducting materials.21 The molecules exhibiting perfluorinated moieties have LUMO
levels (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) around 3 eV, which suits low work function
cathode materials nicely. However, the materials containing perfluorinated toluene moieties
show irreversible signals in cyclic voltammetry, which is attributed to a cleavage of the
σ-bond of the terminal -CF3 group [82]. Spiro-4Φ is neither a good hole nor a good electron
conducting material, as is evident from its HOMO and LUMO levels, respectively. Most
donors and acceptors exhibit high photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQY) which is
beneficial for OPV applications [85]. Spiro-TAD and all surfactant-like compounds,
however, exhibit low PLQY values. In the case of the bifunctional materials, this finding is
attributed to charge transfer processes between donor and acceptor branches [82].
Table 3.1. Optoelectronic characteristics of the spiro-linked compounds in
solution.

a)

Compound

|}~}

•‚~}

ƒ„…†

Spiro-4Φ

5.81

2.03

313

/•€

/•€

/‡ˆ

‰(ƒ„…† )

/• ˆŠ‹ •ˆ
KŒ

KŒ

ƒŽ‹•Š

/‡ˆ

PLQY

Ref.

361

0.94

[86]

Spiro-TAD

5.03

-

375

42000

403

0.59 c)

[81]

Spiro-αNPB

5.02

-

379

74000

485

-

[81]

74500

Spiro-PFPy

6.49

2.80

305

62500

363

0.77

[82]

Spiro-PFT

6.46 a)

2.61 a)

305

69000

364

0.85

[82]

Spiro-PFΦ-CN

-

2.92

336

72800

386

0.88

[82]

Spiro-DPPFPy

5.12

2.75

305

53900

363

< 0.01

[82]

Spiro-TAD-PFT

-

-

305

60800

- b)

- b)

this work

Spiro-4Φ-PFT

-

-

314

66900

433

0.14

[82]

Irreversible signal in cyclic voltammetry.
for cis-decalin solution.

b)

No signal detectable. Presumably because of very low quantum yield. c) Value

20

Optical characterization was conducted in dichloromethane solution. For cyclic voltammetry, dichloromethane solution
was used for oxidation. For the reduction, tetrahydrofuran or acetonitrile were used. For details, see the respective
references.
21 Typical transparent anode materials like indium tin oxide (ITO) or fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) have high work
functions ranging from 4.4 to 5 eV depending on the processing method and manufacturer [83,84].
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Table 3.2. Thermal characteristics of the spiro-linked compounds.
Compound

•‘

/°“

•~

Recrys-

/°“

tallization

”Ž•† • „)

”˜„™ •š …)

/–—ˆŠ‹KŒ

/–—ˆŠ‹KŒ

40.4

175.3

Spiro-4Φ

175

293

w/o

Spiro-TAD

133

276

cold

57.3

211.0

Spiro-αNPB

145

303

cold

40.9

228.3

Spiro-PFPy

130

314

melt

58.04

178.7

Spiro-PFT

115

250

w/o

52.9

294, 310

c)

cold

56.4, 70.7

176.5
c)

218.3

Spiro-PFΦ-CN

159

Spiro-DPPFPy

137

298

w/o

69.4

199.9

Spiro-TAD-PFT

133

362

melt

85.3

164.9 d)

Spiro-4Φ-PFT

138

240

cold

23.69

170.8

Enthalpies of fusion measured by DSC at components’ R . Corrections to 298.15 K were omitted because no reliable
correction is possible without knowledge about the heat capacity change upon melting. b) Enthalpies of vaporization were
corrected to 298.15 K according to [87]. c) Polymorph: In the first heating run, the compound exhibits a higher melting
temperature than in subsequent runs. d) Only sublimation was monitored experimentally. For details, see Appendix.

a)

The thermal material characteristics are compiled in Table 3.2. All physical quantities were
measured on previously sublimed materials by DSC and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
All materials exhibit high glass transition temperatures with spiro-PFT having the lowest
value of 115°C and spiro-4Φ the highest one with 175°C. For the melting temperatures,
spiro-PFT again has the lowest value of 250°C. No general trends related to structure or
function can be extracted from these values. For the asymmetric compounds, only
spiro-DPPFPy exhibits a melting temperature which is located in between the parent
compounds’ temperatures. Spiro-4Φ-PFT has a lower temperature than both symmetric
analogs, spiro-TAD-PFT a much higher one. The term “recrystallization” in Table 3.2 refers
to a material’s tendency to recrystallize after the melt state was reached. The materials
featuring the term “melt”, namely spiro-PFPy 22 and spiro-TAD-PFT, have the highest
crystallization tendency (the fastest kinetics) as they recrystallize already upon cooling from
the melt. Spiro-4Φ, spiro-PFT and spiro-DPPFPy do not recrystallize, once the amorphous
state was reached, indicated by “w/o” (without). All other materials show cold crystallization
from the glassy state upon heating. The enthalpies of fusion of the symmetric compounds
range from 40 to 60 kJ/mol (except for the high-temperature polymorph of spiro-PFΦ-CN),
whereas the values are higher for asymmetric spiro-DPPFPy and spiro-TAD-PFT, and
substantially smaller for spiro-4Φ-PFT. Enthalpies of vaporization are generally lower for
acceptors than donors, except for spiro-PFΦ-CN and spiro-4Φ. And except for
22

For spiro-PFPy, crystallization is so heavily pronounced, that an amorphous sample suitable for
only be yielded by dipping a few milligrams of molten sample directly into liquid nitrogen.

i

determination could
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spiro-TAD-PFT, the values for the asymmetric compounds are located in between the
symmetric analogs. The same trends hold for the compounds’ vapor pressures
(see Figure 3.2). However, vapor pressures differ greatly: The temperature were, for instance,
a vapor pressure of 20 Pa is reached, is roughly 170°C higher for spiro-αNPB (~470°C) than
for spiro-PFT (~300°C). The general trends in enthalpy of vaporization hold for the vapor
pressures as well. The compounds’ densities were measured in the glassy state (see
Section 3.2) and in the crystalline state by X-ray diffraction and are compiled in Table 3.3.

Figure 3.2: Vapor pressures of the spiro-linked compounds. Each curve is the average of two
dTGA measurements. For clarity, the curves were smoothed, measuring artefacts were
masked and error bars are not shown.
Table 3.3. Density characteristics of the spiro-linked compounds.
Compound
Spiro-4Φ

›

/œˆŠ‹

KŒ

620.784

•ˆ,œ‹„††

/ˆ•ˆŠ‹

542.6

KŒ

žœ‹„††

/œˆ•

KŒ

1.144

ž•Ÿ

†¡

/œˆ•KŒ

XRD file a)

1.215

i0512

Spiro-TAD

985.226

868.0

1.135

1.222

i0446

Spiro-αNPB

1185.467

1017.6

1.165

-

-

Spiro-PFPy

912.584

604.8

1.509

1.568

i0733

Spiro-PFT

1180.624

754.4

1.565

-

-

Spiro-PFΦ-CN

1008.664

698.5

1.444

1.543

i0665a

Spiro-DPPFPy

948.905

734.4

1.292

1.384

i0798

Spiro-TAD-PFT

1110.975

834.7

1.331

1.437

i2048

Spiro-4Φ-PFT

928.754

669.6

1.387

-

-

a)

This denotes the data file generated by the X-ray diffractometer used at the campus (Stoe & Cie IPDS II). This data is
available upon request to Dr. Clemens Bruhn and Astrid Pilz (working group Organometallic Chemistry,
Prof. Dr. Siemeling).
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Predictions about miscibility of donor and acceptor materials are difficult, because we are
dealing with several opposing effects. On the one hand, miscibility could be favored by
quadrupole

interactions

between

hydro-

and

fluorocarbons

like

in

the

benzene/hexafluorobenzene [88] system or by the formation of charge-transfer complexes as
observed in hexafluorobenzene/aromatic amine blends [89]. The driving force for phase
separation, on the other hand, may be the lipophobic character of fluorocarbons due to the
low polarizability of the C-F bond [90]. For aromatic fluorocarbons, this effect is less
pronounced than for aliphatic ones, though.
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3.2. Density measurements
It is essential to know the sample materials’ densities in the molten state, where they are
brought into contact upon blend formation to be able to define the composition in terms of
volume fraction23. However, density measurements at elevated temperatures with minimal
material consumption are not straight-forward and the experimental requirements are quite
demanding if the accuracy of the determined quantity must be high. The compound’s
densities may be easily obtained from XRD experiments in the crystalline state, but are
certainly higher than in the molten state, however. Measurements of all-glassy samples at
room temperature, on the other hand, come much closer to the true densities in the molten
state although they still will be somewhat higher. The experimental procedure which was
followed will be described in the next paragraph.
Up to 10 mg of pure compounds were placed onto a glass substrate and were then melted
under nitrogen atmosphere on a Linkam THMS 600 hot stage equipped with a TMS 94
controller following rapid cooling with a cooling rate adequate to prevent crystallization
yielding amorphous glassy samples. 24 Great care has been taken to obtain bubble-free
glasses. The glassy samples were then transferred with a razor blade into a 10 mL PP/PE
syringe (Braun Injekt Luer Solo) equipped with a Luer plug and magnetic stirrer. Then,
10 mL of degassed potassium iodide (KI) solution with an initial density of ~1.2 g/mL was
loaded into the syringe followed by thorough stirring to get rid of any gas bubbles. So, the
glassy samples floated upwards or downwards depending on the difference in densities of
sample and solution only. The solution’s density was then adjusted to match the individual
samples’ densities by addition of more concentrated KI solution or pure water (both
degassed), respectively. The turnover point from upward to downward floating was always
achieved by addition of 50 µL water, so that weighing of the 10 mL solution yielded the
samples’ densities with an error of about 0.005 g/mL. When the solution’s density was near
the samples densities, floating was very slow, and it was hard to distinguish between floating
and Brownian motion. Thus, in between the adjustments several hours up to days were
necessary for the samples to reach the top or bottom of the syringe.

23

In this work, the term volume fraction refers to a nominal composition ignoring volume changes upon mixing,
i.e. negative or positive excess volume.
24 For spiro-PFPy, however, all-glassy samples could only be obtained by dipping the molten compound directly into liquid
nitrogen.
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3.3. Vapor pressure measurements by dynamic TGA
In this section, a method for the determination of the vapor pressure of our materials will
be presented, which is feasible with a readily available experimental setup, namely dynamic
thermogravimetry (dTGA). Knowledge about the materials’ vapor pressure is crucial since
both, thermal analysis and sample preparation involve high temperatures and if the vapor
pressures of the involved components in a mixture differs greatly, of course, this has an
impact on composition which due to that may change. Additionally, from the vapor pressure,
enthalpies of sublimation or vaporization may be derived which, to a very limited extent,
allow for estimation of the mixing behavior.25 We will start with a short introduction of the
basic ideas behind this experimental method, followed by a presentation of our instrument
calibration procedure.
Price first suggested vapor pressure measurements by stepwise isothermal
thermogravimetry at ambient pressure in an inert purge gas atmosphere with a known flow
rate [91]. Upon heating of the sample, it begins to sublime which causes a mass loss in the
sample holder. The sublimed material is then rapidly removed by the purge gas. As the
Langmuir equation states, the rate of mass loss d¢/d\ is directly proportional to the vapor
pressure at given temperature [92]
L

d¢
¤ F
−
= £α& @
B ,
d\
2πS

where £ is the vapor pressure, ¤ the molar mass, S the ideal gas constant,

(3.1)

the

absolute temperature, & the constant vaporization area and α the vaporization constant,

which in vacuo is assumed to be equal to unity. At finite pressure, however, the value of α
is different from 1. Price suggested a calibration of the used apparatus with materials of
known vapor pressure. In the temperature range where the calibration has been made for

materials with similar properties, this is sufficient [91]. It has been shown, however, that α
also depends on the substance itself, i.e. its molecular mass. Therefore, the usage of a

calibration curve α(¤) instead of a single constant can greatly improve the results [93,94].
In 2003, Pieterse and Focke showed that, strictly speaking, one is not measuring the
substance’s partial pressure itself, but unless the sample holder crucible is filled up
25

These phase-change enthalpies may be used to deduce so-called Hildebrand solubility parameters (for details, see
e.g. [35]), which allow for predictions of mixing behavior. As preliminary tests have shown, the predictive capability is very
limited and does not reproduce the experimental findings at all. This is also the case for the more sophisticated Hansen
solubility parameter approach (for details, see [36]). Hence, both predictive approaches will not be covered in this work.
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completely with material, a smaller pressure arising from diffusion of the subliming or
evaporating molecules through a stagnant gas layer inside the partially filled crucible with
diffusion path length ℎ is measured [95]. In order to correct for this effect, one has to know

the binary diffusion coefficient § of the measured molecule in the inert gas, so α
becomes [96]:
α=

§ 2π¤ L/F
@
B .
ℎ S

(3.2)

Measurements of §, however, are quite time consuming and estimations can be erroneous.

Furthermore, densities for the diffusion path length ℎ have to be estimated. Although there

are possibilities for doing so, it has been shown [96], that this correction does not significantly
improve the resulting vapor pressure calculations. Provided the evaporation area of the
sample does not change and the fill level of the sample is maximal (the sample crucible is
filled up completely) and remains nearly constant throughout the experiment, the effects of
interdiffusion may be neglected. These conditions are hard to obtain with stepwise isothermal
measurements, though, especially if the instrument’s thermal equilibration time is in the order
of minutes, because of the continuing mass loss of the sample in between the steps. To
overcome this drawback, measurements can be conducted at quasi-isothermal conditions
with continuous heating rates of 1K/min - 20 K/min, because usually temperature equilibrium
is reached fast in TGA experiments [95].
So, a rate of 5 K/min was chosen, which is a good compromise between achieving of
equilibrium conditions and the absolute mass loss leading to changes of the fill level. To
further minimize the effects of interdiffusion, all gathered experimental data exceeding a
mass loss rate of -0.2 mg/min (which corresponds to ~1% change of the fill level) was
discarded and instead of standard TGA platinum pans, DSC pans (Perkin Elmer Auto
Sampler Aluminum Sample Pans, B0143015) have been chosen. 26 At identical d¢/d\

values, the changes in the fill level upon evaporation are substantially smaller in DSC pans,
because they are shallower, and their evaporation area is bigger. Since the exact dependence
of ¨ on temperature and molecular weight had yet to be determined at the chosen

experimental conditions, we decided to calibrate the used apparatus, a Perkin Elmer
Diamond TG/DTA,

with

several

substances

of

varying

molecular

weight

26

The DSC pans were crimped without lid to create a rim with a straight finish. The actual pan size, i.e. volume is not an
issue, but in most cases small-volume pans (10 µL) were used as they require much less sample material for achieving of a
completely filled sample crucible.
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(62.07 - 843.61 g/mol) where vapor pressure data is available in a large temperature interval
ranging from ~40°C to ~353°C.

Figure 3.3: Molecular structures of the calibration materials used in this work.
The used calibration materials are compiled in Table 3.4, their molecular structures are
depicted in Figure 3.3. The chosen materials were six alkanes, four aromatic molecules and
one simple solvent. For the alkanes, the vaporization was monitored since they show no
sublimation at ambient pressure. Except for squalane, which is a liquid at room temperature,
the used alkanes, namely n-eicosane, n-pentacosane, n-triacontane, n-hexatriacontane and
n-hexacontane are waxy solids, which were melted inside the apparatus prior to examination.
The four aromatic molecules, benzoic acid, naphthalene, 9-phenylanthracene and
9-10-diphenylanthracene, instead, show a significant vapor pressure below their melting
points, so for these materials, sublimation was monitored. An exception was
9-phenylanthracene because its melting transition greatly disturbed the TGA signal in the
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range of interest. Hence, here only data above the melting point was used. As a
low-molecular-weight reference, we chose ethylene glycol. Like squalane, this is a liquid at
room temperature, so both could be directly pipetted into the DSC pans with an Eppendorf
microliter pipette. The solid materials, instead, were melted upon filling into DSC pans on a
hotplate to ensure a uniform material distribution inside the pans with a smooth, flat surface.
The DSC pans were then placed onto the sample beam of the instrument. Three sample runs
each were recorded for the 11 calibration materials with an inert gas flow rate of 200 mL/min.
Since for a blank run without any sample the instrument showed a noticeable dependence of
the mass loss signal on the temperature, a baseline was recorded which was subtracted from
the sample runs. Because the data of interest is the numerical derivative of the mass loss
signal and therefore quite noisy, the three runs were first reduced to evenly spaced y-values
(i.e. temperature), smoothed by Sawitzki-Golay filtering, and averaged.

Figure 3.4: Exemplary dTGA trace for n-eicosane. Three individual measurements (colored
lines) were smoothed and averaged (black line). The error bars correspond to the
standard deviation plus a fixed value of 0.0025 mg/min, which was estimated by eye, as
can be seen from the inset. For clarity, only a few error bars are drawn.
The noise in the non-smoothed curves was estimated by eye to be ±0.0025 mg/min, as
may be seen in the inset of Figure 3.4. To have a reasonable measure for the measuring error,
this quantity was added to the standard deviation resulting from averaging of the three
measurements (see Figure 3.4). So, for low values of d¢/d\ where the signal to noise ratio
is low, the random error dominates, whereas for higher values systematic errors dominate,
which originate from changes of the surface, or sample-to-sample variations of the initial fill
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level. Manipulated in that way, the collected data was plotted against literature values of the
vapor pressure, which were taken from recommendations of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), if available, otherwise other reasonable data27 was used.
In the literature, numerous parameterized equations are applied to model the vapor pressure
within a limited temperature range. For the present materials, a compilation of the respective
parameters (and valid temperature ranges) may be found in Table 3.4 which are valid for the
following correlations:
log(£) = & −
£
ln @ B = exp &
£+
£
ln @ B = @1 −
£+
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In Equation 3.3, which is the Antoine equation, &, ' and ( are parameters, £ and

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

are

the pressure and temperature, respectively. The same holds for the third order polynomial

(3.4) with another additional parameter § and £+ = 101325 Pa. In the Cox equation (3.5),
R

is the melting temperature. Unfortunately, the unit systems are not used consistently

throughout the literature. Thus, in Table 3.4, the compiled parameters are always given
together with the units for both, pressure and temperature. The collected data was then
analyzed within the valid temperature ranges28. Additionally, as stated before, data exceeding
values of -0.2 mg/min was omitted (to account for minimizing the effects of interdiffusion),
as well as data below the noise value of -0.0025 mg/min because of the poor signal-to-noise
ratio in this range. In order to investigate whether the correlation of the mass loss rate with

27

If for a material several literature values were present, those were selected, which showed the best agreement among
other published values. For some materials, however, only a single reference was available.
28 Except for n-hexacontane, where the valid temperature range was exceeded. However, this procedure seemed reasonable
as will be discussed later.
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the vapor pressure is dependent on the temperature and molecular mass, one may rewrite
Equation 3.1 to
−

with

being a function of ¤ and

d¢
= £ (¤, ),
d\

(3.8)

. For each of the calibration materials, a fairly linear

relationship between the rate of mass loss and the literature value of the vapor pressure £

was found (see Appendix). So, an error-weighted linear regression with fixed intercept

(−d¢/d\ = 0 at £ = 0) was conducted for each material. In the case of n-hexacontane, the
linear relationship extended far beyond the literature temperature range, so we decided to use
this data till a d¢/d\ value of -0.2 mg/min because this greatly extended the calibration
temperature range (~370°C instead of ~266°C). In Figure 3.5, the respective residuals are
plotted against literature vapor pressures.

Figure 3.5: Residual plot from weighted linear fits of measured dTGA traces versus literature
vapor pressures for all calibration materials. Alkanes are depicted by solid lines,
aromatics by dashed lines, and ethylene glycol by a dotted line.
Thereby, the maximum literature value of £ corresponds to either a mass loss rate
of -0.2 mg/min or the maximum temperature of the valid temperature range given in the
respective reference (for 9,10-diphenylanthracene and squalane). As can be seen from that,
the deviations are small and no uniform deviations in either direction can be found among
the different materials and values of £ indicating that the linear model indeed is reasonable.

The deviations for high values of £ are attributed to the aforementioned systematic error
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originating from the shape of the surface, which upon melting of the respective material may
change substantially. 29 However, by applying a linear model, the conception of a

temperature dependent correlation between −d¢/d\ and £ in Equation 3.8 must be

rejected, because then the rate of mass loss would resemble exactly the literature vapor
pressure’s temperature dependence. So, for each substance (with its molar mass) the slope in

the respective d¢/d\ vs. £ diagram corresponds to the value of (¤) in Equation 3.8. To
find the exact dependence on ¤, a double-logarithmic plot of

vs. ¤ may be constructed.

In Figure 3.6 a), such a plot is shown. And because, again, a fairly linear relationship is
obtained, a linear fit was conducted. No error weighting was utilized this time, since the error

bars in this diagram are smaller, than the symbol size of each (¤) value.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: (a) Double-logarithmic plot for estimation of the functional dependence of on
¤. Red line is the linear fit. (b) Respective residual plot. Dashed line indicates that
ethylene glycol should be considered an outlier. Materials: (1) n-eicosane,
(2) n-pentacosane, (3) n-triacontane, (4) squalene, (5) n-hexatriacontane,
(6) n-hexacontane, (7) benzoic acid, (8) naphthalene, (9) 9-phenylanthracene,
(10) 9,10-diphenylanthracene, (11) ethylene glycol.
The linear fit yields a numerical value of 0.84 ± 0.09 for the slope and ± F = 0.908.

However, the residual plot reveals, that all (¤) values besides the one for ethylene glycol
seem to lie on a straight line (dashed line in Figure 3.6 b) indicating, that either the linear
model is inadequate, or ethylene glycol should be considered an outlier. Thus, outliner tests

after Grubbs and Dixon were conducted on this residual. Both tests yielded that with a

probability of 95% ethylene glycol should not be considered an outlier (Grubbs: ² = 2.052,
²56 7 = 2.355 [97], Dixon: [ = 0.219, [56 7 = 0.444 [98]). However, it should be noted

29

The presence of both, positive and negative deviations may be understood, bearing in mind that the shape, i.e. curvature
of the surface strongly depends on the wetting behavior of the material in question. And this is, of course, different for the
investigated materials. The alkanes, for instance, all show a similar wetting behavior on aluminum, which indeed leads to
an always-negative deviation.
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here, that both tests assume the values being normally distributed and prior to any
calculations they are sorted ascendingly. This procedure ignores the shape of the value
distribution in the residual plot, though. Hence, we decided to still omit ethylene glycol and
run the linear fit once again yielding a linear equation with numerical values of

³´µ = (1.04 ± 0.06)y − 5.39 ± 0.13 and ± F = 0.979 (see Figure 3.7) rather than
rejecting the linear model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: (a) Double-logarithmic plot for estimation of the functional dependence of on
¤. Red line is the linear fit. (b) Respective residual plot. Dashed line indicates that
ethylene glycol should be considered an outlier. Materials: (1) n-eicosane,
(2) n-pentacosane, (3) n-triacontane, (4) squalene, (5) n-hexatriacontane,
(6) n-hexacontane, (7) benzoic acid, (8) naphthalene, (9) 9-phenylanthracene,
(10) 9,10-diphenylanthracene.
The question, why ethylene glycol obviously shows substantially higher values of

−d¢/d\ than the linear model would predict, remains unanswered. It may be speculated,

however, that the comparably high vapor pressure and initial mass loss rate of about
−0.02 mg/min at a temperature of ~38°C (which is the lowest possible temperature in the
experiment, i.e. the “starting temperature”) cause changes in the shape of the liquid surface
in the very beginning of the experiment, contrary to all other materials, where these
deviations do not become noticeable until higher pressures and temperatures are reached.
Although naphthalene shows a similar initial mass loss rate at the very beginning of the
experiment, here the material sublimes from the solid, basically retaining its surface shape.
So, what we end up with, is that the relation between rate of mass loss and vapor pressure is
virtually independent of temperature ( ∝
( ∝ ¤L.+c±+.+f ¸ ¤L ).

+)

and depends linearly on the molecular mass
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In conclusion, a summary of the experimental conditions will be given, for which the
determined dependencies are valid:
Used apparatus: Perkin Elmer Diamond TG/DTA
Inert gas flow rate: 200 mL/min
Heating rate: 5 K/min
Sample pans: Perkin Elmer DSC pans (B0143015) filled up completely with material
Valid range of mass loss rate: −0.0025 mg/min till −0.2 mg/min.
The experimentally determined correlation is
−

L.+c±+.+f
mg £
¤
d¢
= 10Kd.b¹±+.Lb
@
B
min Pa g molKL
d\

with d¢/d\ in units of mg/min, £ in Pa and ¤ in g/mol.
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Table 3.4. Calibration materials with their vapor pressure model parameters and valid temperature range.
›

”•¾ŠŸ– a)

”••¿¡ b)

Eq.

³Àµ

³Áµ

³Âµ

³Ãµ

Ä

•

Ref.

282.55

115 – 149

115 – 353

(3.5) c)

3.31018

2.09536

1.34198 · 10-6

-

kPa

K

[99]

n-Pentacosane

352.69

130 – 194

25 – 295

(3.4)

2.6738 · 108

-3.7307 · 106

741.19

6.1496

kPa

K

[100]

n-Triacontane

422.81

163 – 230

25 – 295

(3.4)

3.4404 · 108

-4.6998 · 106

1601

5.7696

kPa

K

[100]

Squalane

422.81

129 – 194

129 – 194

(3.3)

10.8616

3403.47

182.59

-

Pa

°C

[101]

n-Hexatriacontane

506.97

187 – 266

25 – 302

(3.4)

4.3320 · 108

-5.8432 · 106

2553.2

5.4470

Pa

K

[102]

n-Hexacontane

843.61

274 – 369 d)

25 – 267

(3.4)

730610097

-9844804

5365.41

4.96

Pa

K

[103]

Benzoic acid

122.12

61 – 105

50 - 121

(3.6)

11.956

4409

-

-

Torr

°C

[104]

Naphthalene

128.17

40 – 64

40 – 80

(3.3)

9.58102

2619.91

220.651

-

Torr

°C

[105]

9-Phenylanthracene

254.33

162 – 191

162 – 234

(3.7)

45.559

6770

11.575

-

Torr

K

[106]

9,10-Diphenylanthracene

330.42

175 – 232

122 – 232

(3.3)

17.04958

10652.566

81.903

-

kPa

K

[107]

Ethylene glycol

62.07

50 - 69

50 - 200

(3.3)

4.97012

1914.951

-84.996

-

bar

K

[108]

Compound
n-Eicosane

a)

/œˆŠ‹KŒ

/°“

This denotes the temperature range that was used for calibration.
the valid temperature range was exceeded.

/°“

b)

This denotes the valid temperature range from literature.

c)

For the melting temperature, the value

R

= 37°C was used. d) Here,
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3.4. Blend preparation
Although the task of preparing a blend of two or more organic compounds may seem
trivial in the first place, it turned out to be quite challenging to prepare blend systems of solid
glass formers with a defined, reproducible composition in an initially thoroughly mixed state
with a minimal material consumption for a given experiment. Several approaches that were
followed will be presented and potential pitfalls that had to be overcome along with the
experimental details will be highlighted in this section.
As a first step, preliminary mixing tests were performed with all possible binary
combinations of the 9 spiro compounds in question to identify the material combinations that
show a miscibility gap in the liquid state. All materials were purified by sublimation prior to
examination and were thus present as powders. The mixing tests were conducted on glass
substrates, which have been cleaned successively by sonicating in hydrochloric acid (HCl)
solution, deionized water, acetone and isopropyl alcohol. A few milligrams of two powdery
materials were placed as small piles onto a glass substrate next to one another and were then
covered with another glass substrate. Examination was conducted by hot stage microscopy:
Each sample was heated above the higher-melting component’s melting point and it was
observed whether or not a liquid-liquid phase boundary appeared upon slow cooling. These
preliminary tests showed, that miscibility gaps in the liquid state only appear for
combinations of donor compounds with acceptor compounds, except for the systems
spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy and spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFPy which both formed a single phase,
respectively.
For the latter two systems, it was sufficient to mix weighted amounts of the respective
powders with a spatula due to the components’ miscibility in the liquid state. Prepared in this
way, these two blend systems were already suitable for all subsequent operations. The
situation is different for blends exhibiting a liquid-liquid miscibility gap, though. For
turbidity measurements as well as the preparation of demixed samples for subsequent
examination by imaging techniques like light microscopy, electron microscopy or atomic
force microscopy, the blend systems must be present in an initially mixed state. Usually this
is achieved by thoroughly stirring the melt above its critical temperature. This is, however,
not trivial for sample masses below 1 mg and melting temperatures around 300 °C. There is
no preparative setup of any kind, which is suitable for both, very small sample sizes and high
temperatures at the same time. Hence, several different approaches were followed, which
rely on the idea to already mix the compounds before they are present in the liquid state so
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that the need for melt mixing at high temperatures is circumvented.
The first method that seemed easy and straightforward, was grinding of weighted
amounts of the compounds with mortar and pestle. As can be seen in Figure 3.8, early DSC
scans of the mixing system spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy indicated that mixing through grinding
might suffice to produce adequately mixed samples: The sample which was prepared simply
by filling the DSC pan with powders of both components one above the other (Figure 3.8 a)
showed a melting point depression only in the second heating run after the mixed state was
reached earlier upon melting in the previous heating run. For the grinded sample
(Figure 3.8 b), on the other hand, DSC traces of both heating runs were nearly identical
indicating the presence of an already well-mixed state prior to melting.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: DSC traces of the mixing system spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy. (a) Non-grinded
sample, (b) grinded sample.
However, two insurmountable problems arouse as was identified by microscopic
observation. First, while grinding, abrasion of the standard laboratory porcelain mortar took
place which introduced heterogenic nucleation sites into the samples and which could
possibly damage the diamond knife used for thin sectioning in TEM sample preparation. This
issue was tried to be addressed by replacing the porcelain mortar with more abrasion-resistant
materials like steel or agate – unfortunately, without any further improvement. The second
problem was the resulting particle size, which was in the order of several tens of microns,
which is too large for the blend systems exhibiting a miscibility gap. If such mixtures are
heated, first the component with the lower melting temperature melts while the other
component remains solid. Due to the components’ immiscibility, the still-solid component
does not dissolve in the melt and only becomes liquid when its own melting point is reached
along with a rapid coalescence leading to an utterly demixed sample. An attempt to overcome
these both problems was suspending the components in a bad solvent like e.g. n-hexane
followed by extensive sonication in the hope of producing smaller particle sizes without any
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contamination. While contamination could be handled by this method, the resulting particle
size was even larger and much less uniform, unfortunately. From these findings, it was
deduced that other methods had to be found, which do not rely on the principle of physical
disruption of solid material particles.
A much more homogeneous mixture of both compounds down to the molecular level
may be achieved, of course, in the presence of excess solvent, i.e. in a solution of both
components in a common solvent. Subsequent fast removal of the solvent by evaporation is
known to produce homogeneous, amorphous films by methods like drop-casting or spin
coating, provided that the solubility of the compounds is similar in the solvent and, more
importantly, precipitation (or rather, crystallization) kinetics of both components are similar
and slower than the evaporation process takes place. 30 Dichloromethane (DCM) is the
solvent of choice here because all spiro compounds show excellent solubilities in this solvent
[82,86] and it exhibits a comparably huge vapor pressure at ambient conditions. However,
results of some preliminary test suggested that the presence of DCM either leads to
protonation of the nitrogen containing compounds or some irreversible degradation related
to dissolved oxygen31, because, unexpectedly, a liquid-liquid phase boundary appeared in
DCM-processed spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy blends upon melting in the form of small droplets,
although this material combination exhibits no miscibility gap in the liquid state.
Furthermore, DCM is known to react with pyridine derivatives under ambient
conditions [109]. So, attempts were made to replace DCM by a less aggressive solvent but
since many classic solvents did not meet the above requirements of both, good solvent
performance and high vapor pressure, supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) was chosen. For
certain temperature and pressure values [110], it exhibits fairly similar Hansen solubility
parameters as DCM while being less aggressive and it is readily removed upon entering
ambient conditions. However, attempts to produce nicely mixed blends by scCO2-processing
failed, presumably, because of the limited solubility of the fluorine-containing species.
Further investigations of the aforementioned, DCM-processed spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy blends
indicated, that the observed droplets were not some sort of degradation product, but a
contamination resulting from the used standard screw top storage vials (Rotilabo).
Consequently, such storage vials that contain polypropylene screw caps should be avoided
because the cap material is dissolved by DCM vapors even if polytetrafluoroethylene-coated

30

In fact, mixtures containing high amounts of spiro-PFPy and, to a lesser extent, spiro-TAD-PFTol are not suitable for
producing mixed amorphous films, because these components precipitate by crystallization thus leading to initially demixed
semi-crystalline samples.
31 Oxygen has shown [79] to have a detrimental impact on the stability of organic solar cells containing spiro-TAD.
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(PTFE) silicone rubber sealing pads are used. Thus, given that some prerequisites are met,
solution processing of DCM solutions is indeed feasible as a blend preparation method as
will be sketched in the next paragraph.
The by far most important issue that had to be taken care of, was the risk of protonation
or degradation of the dissolved compounds by (photo-) oxidation. Although the formation of
HCl is less pronounced in DCM than in its more-chlorinated analog chloroform, I still
decided to use spectroscopic grade DCM (Uvasol, Merck) which is stabilized by 50 ppm of
2-methyl-2-butene (acting as a HCl scavenger). Moreover, to get rid of residual oxygen prior
to preparation of the solutions, the solvent was purged with nitrogen gas. The solutions were
then stored in the dark and wrapped in laboratory tinfoil to prevent superfluous exposure to
ambient light. And since the storage vessel caps caused the contamination in the first place,
they were replaced by vials with ground-glass joints (Synthware conical reaction vial). PTFE
seals (Rotilabo) and fork clamps with set screw (Rotilabo) guaranteed gas tightness and
prevented oxygen and humidity32 from entering the vial. For convenience, stock solutions
were prepared for each compound with concentrations corresponding to the materials’
densities, e.g. for spiro-TAD, the stock solution’s concentration was 11.35 mg/mL
corresponding to its glass density of 1.135 g/mL. Prepared in this way, direct pipetting of
volume fractions was possible, i.e. equal amounts of pipetted volumes of two component’s
stock solutions yielded a 50/50 vol% mixture. For this purpose, however, the high vapor
pressure of DCM which is beneficial for the casting process, is a drawback because it
inevitably leads to changes in the concentration of the stock solutions with time, even though
the used storage vessels are quite gas-tight.33 For this reason, the solutions were cooled to
around -20°C for storage 34 , because at this temperature the vapor pressure of DCM is
comparable to the vapor pressure of water at ambient conditions [112]. For pipetting, the
solutions were cooled to roughly the same temperature. This was accomplished by a
custom-made vial holder, which is depicted schematically in Figure 3.9. The vials have been
suspended over a reservoir of boiling liquid nitrogen and were cooled by the nascent cold
vapor. With this setup, the temperature could be maintained constantly at -20°C for about
30 min which was sufficient for most pipetting operations. Except for preparation of DSC
samples, the pipetted solution volumes were in the order of a few microliters, which places

32

HCl formation in DCM is known to be accelerated in the presence of residual water [111]. Thus, for storage, the vials
have been stored in polypropylene bags containing a desiccant.
33 Especially, if the storage time is in the order of several days to weeks, changes in the concentration become noticeable
even though PTFE seals and screwable fork clamps are used.
34 Some materials, like spiro-PFPy and spiro-TAD-PFTol crystallized upon storage and thus had to be sonicated inside the
closed vessels prior to pipetting. This finding is attributed to the substances’ high crystallization tendency (see Section 3.1).
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great demands on precision and accuracy. Generally, such small volumes are pipetted by
air-cushion Eppendorf pipettes. However, these turned out to produce big errors in both,
precision and accuracy when pipetting high-vapor pressure liquids like DCM, even if this
was done by special pipetting techniques like reverse pipetting and pre-wetting of pipette
tips. Instead, positive displacement pipettes had to be used for this purpose, since there is no
dead volume between the pipetted liquid and the piston. Thus, pipettes from different
renowned manufacturers were tested, namely Gilson Microman and Mettler-Toledo Pos-D
pipettes which, however, lead to a contamination of the samples because the disposable tips
dissolved in DCM. Like in the case of the storage vessels, materials had to be found which
were inert to DCM. Drummond PCR Micropipets finally were the solution. These disposable
glass pipettes possess stainless steel plungers and are capable of delivering volumes of
1-10 µL with a pipetting error of less than 0.5 µL.

Figure 3.9: Schematic of the custom-made vial holder for pipetting purposes. Vial holder is
made of polystyrene, i.e. styrofoam, which contains a reservoir of liquid nitrogen.
Sample vials are cooled to -20°C for about 30 min by nascent nitrogen vapor which is
controlled by a thermometer.
The general blend preparation procedure was as follows. Defined volumes of the first
component were pipetted into sample vials from its stock solution. Thereby, the glass pipette
was pre-wetted once by the stock solution before the defined volume was aspirated slowly in
a nitrogen current which was intended to prevent oxygen from entering the stock solution.
Then, the solution was released into the sample vial by touching the bottom of the vial and
pressing the steel piston. When the whole solution has left the pipette, the piston was in
contact with the vial bottom. While maintaining this contact, the glass pipette was lifted
slowly, so that no residual liquid remained on the pipette. The pipette was then discarded,
and the solvent was allowed to evaporate from the sample vial before the next component
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was loaded into the sample vial. This procedure was repeated for the second (and if required,
the third) component with a new pipette each. The content of the sample vial was then
redissolved in pure DCM to thoroughly mix the present components. Thereafter, the blend
solution was deposited onto cleaned glass substrates by drop-casting yielding amorphous
blend films. The sample sizes and total pipetting volumes varied depending on the experiment
they were prepared for: Unless stated otherwise, for TEM and AFM samples as well as hot
plate microscopy and turbidity measurements, the total pipetted volume was 20 µL for each
sample and for redissolution 10 µL DCM were used. The solution was cast onto cover glass
slides with a diameter of 5 mm (Menzel #1). For DSC samples, a total volume of 200 µL for
each sample was redissolved in 100 µL DCM and cast onto cover glass slides with a diameter
of 15 mm (Menzel #2). And since the concentration of the stock solutions involved in the
respective pipetting procedure has shown to change over time, it was checked by TGA each
time. Such an exemplary TGA trace is shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Exemplary TGA trace of 10 µL spiro-TAD stock solution measured with a
heating rate of 5 K/min. Expected mass was 113.5 µg corresponding to a density of
1.135 g/mL. Obviously, in this case, the stock solution’s concentration is higher, which
was accounted for in subsequent operations. The measuring error is 1 µg.
For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned here that, in principle, concurrent
physical vapor deposition of multiple compounds would also yield a mixed amorphous
sample. However, only thin films may be produced with this technique, rendering it not
applicable for DSC sample preparation and turbidity measurements. Furthermore, the
compositional accuracy is no better than 5% [113] and the material consumption is
comparably large.
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3.5. Turbidity measurements
Commonly, turbidity measurements provide a convenient method for determination of
the binodal of a given binary blend. An initially mixed binary blend forming a single
homogeneous phase may undergo phase-separation, when the temperature is decreased
below its binodal temperature. And if the refractive indices of both phases differ
substantially, the blend will get turbid or cloudy. Therefore, this method is also referred to as
cloud point method. The cloud point coincides with the system’s binodal temperature at given
composition. Usually, the blend system of interest is stirred thoroughly during the experiment
and the cloud point can be determined from heating or cooling runs. However, it is again the
limited material amount and the compounds’ thermal characteristics that lead to some
experimental restrictions: As in the case of blend preparation, there is no preparative setup
of any kind which allows for mixing of sample sizes below 1 mg at high temperatures around
300°C. Thus, we are limited to investigations of drop-cast films without any mixing. The
procedure was as follows.
Drop-cast binary blend samples were prepared at different compositions (with three
samples each) as described in Section 3.4 and were then covered with another cover glass
slide to prevent excessive material vaporization. These films were then heated by hot-stage
microscopy with a high heating rate of 100 K/min until the one-phase region was entered.
The samples were maintained at this elevated temperature for a few seconds only for the
composition not to change significantly during the experiment because of the compounds’
substantial vapor pressure. This was also the reason for the high heating rate. With a lower
rate of 20 K/min, the samples were then cooled until the phase boundary appeared and
subsequently reheated with the same rate. Unless stated otherwise, the temperature at which
the phase boundary vanished and reappeared, respectively, was identical for heating and
cooling with an uncertainty of not more than ±1°C.
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3.6. TEM sample preparation
Samples suitable for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations have to be
prepared as thin sections with a thickness of a few ten nanometers. Either these samples may
be prepared directly as thin films via spin coating or physical vapor deposition and then
floated onto TEM copper grids or – as in our case – they must be sectioned to the desired
thickness. Preliminary experiments showed, that floating off silicon or glass substrates is not
feasible with thin films of our materials. And preparation of films on water-soluble substrates
like potassium bromide (KBr) did not lead to formation of closed, continuous films. Both
findings are attributed to the materials’ mechanical properties (i.e. brittleness) and substrate
wetting behavior, respectively. Additionally, thin film effects would complicate the situation
further, so bulk investigations seemed more reasonable. The investigations within this work
are all carried out on drop-cast films with thicknesses ranging from a few hundred nanometers
to ~15 µm (cf. Sections 3.4 and 4.2). For TEM sample preparation and subsequent
investigations, only the thick parts of the samples have been used so that we may assume
bulk behavior. Thin sectioning is performed by ultramicrotomy which involves a three-step
procedure, namely embedding, trimming and sectioning.
Prior to sectioning, samples have to be embedded in a suitable embedding material
because of two main reasons. First, the samples may be simply too small to be directly
mounted into the microtome sample holder, which is usually the case. Second, the
surrounding embedding material provides some additional mechanical support during the
sectioning process, which leads to a minimization of cutting artifacts like chatter,
compression or the formation of cracks and fractures, especially for extremely brittle
samples [114]. For this purpose, there are generally three embedding media in use: epoxy
resins, polyester resins and methacrylates [115]. The sample of interest is suspended in the
embedding medium, which is then allowed to harden by thermal or UV treatment. It is
important, however, that the embedding medium does not react with the sample, so that
morphology is not altered. Unfortunately, preliminary experiments with different Araldite
resins (epoxy), Glorex Polygiessharz (polyester) and Unicryl (methacrylate) have all shown
to oxidize or dissolve the samples. To overcome this issue, less aggressive embedding media
have been tried. Aqueous polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) solution seemed to be an ideal candidate
for mild embedding of our materials, as they do not show any substantial water solubility and
no high temperatures are involved in the hardening process. A 25 wt% aqueous solution of
fully hydrolyzed PVA with a molecular weight of approximately 15000 g/mol was used,
which was then dialyzed against the sodium salt of poly(methacrylic acid) for three days.
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Subsequent exposure to glutardialdehyde vapors at 50°C in a sealed vial for another 4 days
lead to crosslinking of the hard PVA [116]. A second approach was embedding in
polycaprolactone, a polymer having its melting transition around 60°C, which is well below
the glass transition temperatures of our materials. However, in both cases, the results obtained
were not satisfactory, although this time the samples remained unchanged. The quality of the
ultra-thin sections was poor, which is attributed to a mismatch in mechanical properties of
the hard samples and these comparably soft embedding media. Elemental sulfur, finally, was
found to be a suitable material for successful embedding of the samples, since it may be
processed at relatively low temperatures around 120°C and has the right mechanical
properties. A modified approach after [117] was chosen which will now be described in
detail.
Drop-cast blend films were prepared as described previously (see Section 3.4). A razor
blade was used to scratch the material off the glass substrate yielding several sample
fragments. Great care has been given to collect sample material from thick (>10 µm) areas
of the film only. In the meantime, a few milligram of previously sublimed, crystalline sulfur
was allowed to melt on a glass substrate mounted on a Linkam THMS 600 hot stage equipped
with a TMS 94 controller at a temperature of 116°C. The sample fragments were then mixed
with the molten sulfur droplet at a temperature of 100°C. In some cases, the sulfur crystallized
upon mixing before the sample material was completely embedded. In such a case the
mixture was reheated with a high heating rate of 100°C/min above the melting temperature
of the sulfur (115°C), so that the sample could be fully immersed in the droplet. Immediately
after complete immersion, the droplet was cooled to 95°C. It was crucial to keep the time at
elevated temperature as short as possible, because the glass transition temperatures of the
sample materials35 are in the same range. At 95°C, some crystalline sulfur was used to touch
the droplet initiating a very slow crystallization followed by detaching of the droplet from
the glass substrate with a razor blade. This temperature was determined from preliminary
experiments to be the best for crystallization to take place slowly. If crystallization happens
to fast, the resulting droplet is too brittle to be detached from the glass substrate without any
fragmentation. The droplet was then glued onto an acrylic stub using some viscous
cyanoacrylate adhesive (UHU Sekundenkleber blitzschnell Supergel). As described in [117],
the superglue had to be viscous enough not to infiltrate grain boundaries or fractures within
the droplet to avoid contamination of the sample.

35

This is especially true for spiro-PFT having a

i

of 115°C.
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Figure 3.11: Left: used ultramicrotome Reichert-Jung Ultracut E. Insets show cantilever
angle and cleavage angle (top) as well as chuck holder angle and knife angle (bottom).
The rotational axis is depicted by a dashed line, the respective angle is located in between
two radial solid lines of a circle.
In order to generate nearly artifact-free thin sections, the sample first has to be trimmed
to a trapezoidal shape. Usually, trimming may be carried out with a razor blade but attempts
of doing so frequently resulted in fragmentation of the sulfur droplet. So, trimming was
accomplished using a glass knife (produced with a LKB KnifeMaker 7801 B) following the
procedure described in [118]. First, the glass knife was mounted into the knife holder of a
Reichert-Jung Ultracut E ultramicrotome at a knife angle of exactly 0° and a cleavage angle
of 4° (for adjustable angles, see Figure 3.11). No boat was attached to the knife as the thick
sections resulting from the trimming process were discarded. The acrylic stub with the
sample-containing sulfur droplet on top was mounted into the chuck holder of the
ultramicrotome and was then successively cut at a speed of 30 mm/s. Trimming was
performed from four directions of which two were exactly parallel (chuck holder angle
settings: 0°, 60°, 120° and 180°) at a fixed angle of 15° with respect to the cantilever arm
axis. Eventually this angle was adjusted to 0° in order to face the block generating a relatively
flat area with a trapezoidal shape on the very top of the droplet (Figure 3.12 e).
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Figure 3.12: TEM sample preparation procedure: (a) molten sulfur droplet on a glass
substrate, (b) molten sulfur containing sample fragments, (c) sulfur droplet transferred
and glued onto acryl stub and mounted in microtome chuck holder, (d) close-up of glued
sulfur droplet, (e) close-up of trimmed droplet with trapezoidal shape, (f) sample being
cut by diamond knife.
After trimming, the glass knife was replaced by a DiATOME ultra 35° diamond knife.
The knife boat was filled with filtered, dust-free distilled water so that a ribbon of sections
could form in the boat, floating of the knife edge upon sectioning. Thin sections with a
thickness of ~70 nm were cut at a cleavage angle of 6° and cutting speed of 1 mm/s. The
proper choice of cutting speed and cleavage angle as well as a properly trimmed sample are
crucial factors for obtaining low-artefact sections. With an eyelash brush, the floating
sections were brought to the center of the boat and collected onto C-flat Holey Carbon copper
grids (CF-2/2-2C) by plucking and stored in an appropriate grid storage box. The residual
sulfur sublimed upon entering the vacuum chamber of the electron microscope leaving
behind pure sample sections.
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3.7. Thermal analysis
The experimental procedures for thermal analysis techniques like differential scanning
calorimetry, thermogravimetry and hot stage microscopy will be compiled in this section.
Differential scanning calorimetry was carried out on a Perkin Elmer DSC 7 differential
scanning calorimeter equipped with an Intracooler II cooling unit at a constant ambient
temperature of 22 ± 1°C. The nitrogen purge gas flow rate was 20 mL/min per cell and the

scanning rate for heating and cooling was 10 K/min. The system has been temperaturecalibrated with indium, tin and oxide-free zinc. For heat flow calibration, an identical indium
sample was used. All experiments were carried out in hermetically sealed DSC pans (Perkin
Elmer 30 µL Auto Sampler Aluminum Sample Pans, B0143016 and suitable covers,
B0143004). Encapsulation was carried out with a pan crimper (Perkin Elmer Autosampler
Crimper, B0139038) in a nitrogen-filled PE glove bag (Glas-Col Inflatable Glove Chamber,
SS-20-20). Data acquisition and analysis was performed with the Perkin Elmer Pyris software
package (version 7.0.0.0110) which was provided with the instrument.
Thermogravimetry was carried out on a Perkin Elmer Diamond TG/DTA equipped with
an air cooling unit (Seiko Instruments Air Cooling Unit A) at a constant ambient temperature
of 22 ± 1°C. The nitrogen purge gas flow rate was 200 mL/min and the heating rate was

5 K/min. The system was temperature-calibrated with indium, tin and oxide-free zinc. For
heat flow calibration, an identical indium sample was used. Weight calibration was carried
out with a 20 mg standard aluminum weight provided with the instrument at ambient
temperature. Thereafter, a standard platinum sample pan (Perkin Elmer TGA High
Temperature Platinum Sample Pans, N5190280) was weighted at ambient temperature and
was subsequently used for weight calibration at elevated temperatures (up to 950°C). Unless
stated otherwise, all experiments were carried out in TGA pans (AccuPik Aluminum TGA
Pans, N5370550). Data acquisition and analysis was performed with the Perkin Elmer Pyris
Software package (version 7.0.0.0110) which was provided with the instrument.
Hot stage microscopy was carried out on a nitrogen-purged Linkam THMS 600 hot stage
equipped with a TMS 94 controller and a custom-made cooling system: The heating block of
the instrument was purged with nitrogen gas, which, in turn, was precooled by liquid
nitrogen. Controlled cooling rates up to 100 K/min could be achieved with this setup. The
used microscope was a Leica DM/LM (for details, see Section 3.8). Unless stated otherwise,
the heating rate was 100 K/min because of the samples’ substantial vapor pressure at elevated
temperatures (see Section 3.1).
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3.8. Imaging techniques
The microscopic imaging techniques like scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM), scanning electron microscopy with coupled energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(SEM/EDX), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and light microscopy (LM), which were used
in this work, will be briefly sketched in this section.
Scanning

transmission

electron

microscopy

was

performed

together

with

Prof. Dr. Thomas Kusserov and Anita Dück, both being members of the working group
Technical Electronics (Prof. Dr. Hartmut Hillmer) on a Zeiss NVision 40 scanning
transmission electron microscope at room temperature and an acceleration voltage of 30 kV.
The nominal sample thickness was 70 nm and the samples were mounted onto C-flat Holey
carbon copper grids (CF-2/2-2C).
Atomic force microscopy was performed together with Nicolai Hoinka on a JPK
NanoWizard2 AFM. The used AFM tips were BudgetSensors Tap300-Al-G tips and image
acquisition was performed with a proprietary software package (JPK SPM Control
Software v.3).
Light microscopic observations were conducted with a Leica DM/LM microscope
equipped with a Leica Advanced Conoscopy Module and a fluorescence module consisting
of mirror housing 106, lamp housing 106Z, lamp ballast EBQ 100-04-L, mercury gas
discharge lamp 103 W/2 and filter system AL for UV excitation (BP340-380, DM400,
LP425).36 The used objectives were: HC PL Fluotar 10x (NA 0.30, BD), PL Fluotar L 20x
(NA 0.40, BD), PL Fluotar L 50x (NA 0.55, BD) and PL APO 100x (NA 0.90, BD). Light
sources for transmitted-light illumination and incident-light illumination were halogen lamps
(OSRAM Xenophot HLX 64625). Image acquisition was performed with an Olympus E3
single-lens reflex camera connected via a camera adapter (LM-Scope HC-L3TP).
Scanning Electron microscopy with coupled energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(SEM/EDX) was performed by Dr. Alexander Wetzel, member of the working group
Structural Materials and Construction Chemistry (Prof. Dr. Middendorf) on a FEI Quanta
FEG250 equipped with a Bruker Quantax 400 at an acceleration voltage of 30 kV. The
nominal sample thickness was 70 nm and the samples were mounted onto C-flat Holey
carbon copper grids (CF-2/2-2C).

36

UV: ultraviolett, BP: band pass excitation filter, DM: dichromatic mirror, LP: long pass filter, numbers correspond to
wavelengths in nm.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Binary miscible blends
In this section, we will treat two donor-acceptor blend systems for which no liquid-liquid
miscibility gap

could be observed.

Both

systems

incorporate

the compound

spiro-PFPy, which exhibits a high crystallization tendency (see Section 3.1). The solid-liquid
phase behavior of both blends, the spiro-4Φ blend and spiro-TAD blend, was studied by
thermal analysis. A detailed DSC study was performed for one single blend system since the
amount of synthesized spiro-PFPy was limited. Solid-liquid equilibrium phase diagrams
could be obtained from melting-point depression data.
The system that was chosen for a more detailed analysis was spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy
because the melting points are better separated for the system spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy
(276°C and 314°C) than for spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFPy (293°C and 314°C). Due to the
components’ miscibility in the melt, the blends were prepared simply by mixing weighed
amounts of the respective powders in DSC pans. Weighing was performed inside the TGA
apparatus. The weighing error was estimated to be 0.02 mg. 37 Table 4.1 summarizes the
prepared blend compositions which were used for subsequent analysis by DSC.
Table 4.1. Prepared DSC samples of the system spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy.
Sample

Æ(Spiro-TAD)

Æ(Spiro-PFPy)

0.05

0.59

14.99

0.051

0.10

0.57

6.79

0.104

0.20

1.14

6.04

0.207

0.30

1.69

5.29

0.306

0.40

2.27

4.53

0.409

0.50

2.84

3.78

0.509

0.60

3.52

3.03

0.616

0.70

3.99

2.25

0.710

0.80

9.08

3.02

0.806

0.85

9.65

2.27

0.854

0.90

10.21

1.51

0.903

0.95

10.77

0.77

0.951

/mg

/mg

Ç(Spiro-TAD)a)

a)

This denotes a nominal volume fraction assuming no volume change of mixing. The compositional accuracy is in the
order of 0.003.

37

In fact, the system’s weighing error is as low as 1 µg. This, however, only applies within a single TGA measurement. If
an empty sample pan is loaded onto the instrument’s sample beam several times in a row, the displayed mass varies as much
as ±20 µg.
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Figure 4.1 shows DSC traces of the second heating runs in the melting (Figure 4.1 a) and
glass transition temperature (Figure 4.2 b) regions. The second heating runs were used for
evaluation, since blend formation can only take place in the melt during a preceding heating
run at temperatures around 320°C. Therefore, a first heating run is needed which takes place
before the actual measurement. However, the vapor pressure of spiro-PFPy is substantial for
temperatures around 320°C while this is not the case for spiro-TAD (see Section 3.1). Thus,
the longer the time at elevated temperature during the first heating cycle, the stronger the
depletion of spiro-PFPy will be near the surface of each melt droplet inside the respective
DSC pan. Hence, all samples were maintained at elevated temperature for one minute only
prior to cooling. Still, the true composition of each sample will be somewhat lower in
spiro-PFPy resulting in a systematic shift into the spiro-TAD-rich direction. The degree of
this shift depends on many factors and is certainly different for each sample. The total
vaporization area depends on the contact angle as well as the amount, size and distribution
of sample droplets within each DSC pan. Not only is the vaporization area different for each
sample, it cannot even be estimated, because one cannot “look” inside the pan without
destroying it. Moreover, material which evaporates during heating may also condense on the
top of the pan and eventually drop back into the sample droplet leading to a reduction of this
compositional shift. However, effects due to such compositional changes are much less
pronounced for these samples than for drop-cast samples prepared for immiscible blend
systems (see Section 4.2) simply because here the sample size is much bigger.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: DSC traces of the second heating runs of spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy samples with
varying composition in the melting transition temperature region (a) and glass transition
temperature region (b).
The melting transitions in Figure 4.1 a) display a nearly constant solidus and
composition dependent liquidus. For analysis, the onset values of the solidus transitions were
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used due to the equilibrium melting nature of small molecules. The liquidus, on the other
hand, corresponds to the temperature where the sample has melted completely and is thus
determined from the peak value of the respective transition. Since the peak value of a given
melting transition is generally heating rate dependent, an exact determination thereof would
involve measurements at different rates and subsequent extrapolation to a rate of zero. 38
However, due to the limited material available, this approach could not be followed since
using just the identical samples for several measurements at different rates would lead to such
compositional changes that cannot be neglected any more, especially in higher heating cycles.
Addressing this issue would, if at all, require a separate sample for every composition and
for every rate, rendering this approach essentially impracticable. Thus, all experiments were
carried out at a rate of 10 K/min. This is a compromise between an adequately low rate for a
reasonable peak value determination and a sufficiently high rate for the composition not to
change too drastically while heating. The glass transitions are depicted in Figure 4 b). For
each sample, only one glass transition is visible suggesting miscibility over the whole
composition range (see Section 2.6). The glass transition shifts to higher temperatures for
intermediate compositions and approaches the pure substances’ values for extreme
compositions. Due to the semi-crystalline nature of the used compounds, the Δ(g step at

i

is very small for those samples that show substantial melt crystallization during the first
heating cycle upon cooling. This was the case for all samples with a nominal spiro-TAD
volume fraction of less than 0.6 (not shown).
The measured solidus and liquidus temperatures versus volume fraction of spiro-TAD39
are depicted by squares in Figure 4.2 a). The solid blue lines represent liquidus curves derived
from melting point depression for both species calculated from the Van’t Hoff equation (2.26)
assuming no solid solubility and complete miscibility in the liquid, which is treated as an
ideal solution. The solidus (dashed blue line) is given by the intersection of both liquidus

curves. Only for low values of Φ(spiro-TAD), the experimental temperatures approach the

calculated curves, especially the solidus. The discrepancies for increasing Φ(spiro-TAD) are
attributed to a finite enthalpy of mixing, for which this simple relation does not account.
Indeed, the relative glass transition shifts Δ

i / i, ,-^j

in Figure 4.2 b) are positive and

asymmetric with respect to composition, indicating a negative enthalpy of mixing and thus
favorable interaction between both compounds (cf. Section 2.6). For extreme values of

38

A similar procedure was proposed for small-molecule glass-forming blend systems [119].
Although in Section 4.2, a convention is adopted to express the composition as volume fraction of the smaller compound,
here, the volume fraction of spiro-TAD was used. This was done for the sake of clarity, so that the two miscible blend
systems may be compared more easily.
39
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Φ(spiro-TAD), the enthalpy of mixing vanishes, which is consistent with the experimental
temperatures approaching the calculated ideal values in this range.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: (a) Binary solid-liquid equilibrium phase diagram of the system
spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy. Experimental temperatures are depicted by black squares.
Calculated liquidus (solid lines) and solidus curves (dashed lines) from the Van’t Hoff
equation (blue) and Nishi-Wang equation (red). (b) Relative glass transition shifts of
binary spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy blends. The lines are guides to the eye.
The melting point depression expression for polymer blends by Nishi and Wang
(Equation 2.27) accounts for a non-zero enthalpy of mixing in terms of the interaction
parameter. By treating the measured liquidus temperatures as depressed melting points of
spiro-PFPy, interaction parameters at different compositions could be derived
(see Figure 4.3 a). The errors were calculated by Gaussian error propagation. Thereby, the

influence of the error in composition is largest, followed by ! and the temperature. The
enthalpy of fusion has only a minor influence. However, since the uncertainty in composition
is rather small (largest value of 0.003 for low spiro-TAD amounts) and the uncertainty in
temperature is rather large with 1 K, both contribute roughly equally to the absolute error.
The latter grows drastically for increasing Φ , because a term of the form (1 − Φ)Kb

appears in the partial derivative of χ with respect to composition. And a similar but

quadratic term appears for the temperature derivative. Except for low values

of Φ (spiro-TAD), the determined interaction parameter is nearly constant. Thus,

compositional dependence of χ was neglected and a constant χ was calculated by resolving

Equation 2.27 into χΦF(spiro-TAD) and plotting versus ΦF (spiro-TAD) yielding an error-

weighted linear plot with ± F = 0.992 and eventually a value χ = 1.27 ± 0.04 from the
slope (see Figure 4.3 b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Interaction parameters χ, derived from melting point depression as a
function of composition. Error bars are resulting from Gaussian error propagation with
the uncertainties in composition and temperature having the largest influence on the
resulting error. (b) Plot of Equation 2.27 resolved into χΦF (spiro-TAD) versus
ΦF (spiro-TAD). The red straight line resembles the linear fit from which the interaction
parameter was determined.
This value was then used to calculate the liquidus curve of spiro-PFPy from
Equation 2.27 in terms of melting point depression just as earlier in the ideal case. For
calculation of the second liquidus, the quantities indexed with B were replaced by A and vice
versa. The calculated liquidus curves are represented in Figure 4.2 a) by solid red lines. The
intersection of both curves corresponds to the solidus (dashed red line). The calculated and

experimental values agree well, although for low Φ (spiro-TAD), the measured solidus
temperatures deviate noticeably in direction of the calculated ideal solidus. In the same range,
the derived interaction parameters deviate from the mean value of 1.27. This might be an
indication towards partial miscibility in the solid state. For samples with low spiro-TAD
content, the first melting transition, which was ascribed to be a solidus transition, might then
actually be a solvus transition (cf. Section 2.3). As can be seen from Table 4.1, the sample
size was increased for these samples to facilitate the detection of any transitions, which would
be present in between both transitions, if this was the case. But neither for high values nor
for low values of Φ(spiro-TAD), any additional transitions were observed indicating that the

assumption of no solid solubility is indeed valid. This is supported by the consideration of
the space groups in which both compounds crystallize. Spiro-TAD is known to exhibit an
orthorhombic crystal system (space group Pbca) [120] whereas sublimated spiro-PFPy
crystallizes in a monoclinic crystal system and space group P21/c [82]. However, it should
be noted that especially at a rate of 10 K/min, such transitions could be present but buried
within the preceding signal and thus remain undetected. Experiments at lower rates could
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help to separate such signals, they are not feasible, though. As stated earlier, this approach is
hindered by the high vapor pressure of spiro-PFPy. This is also the reason for the undetected
liquidus transition at low spiro-PFPy amounts (right hand side of Figure 4.2 a). Finally, to
give an impression of the visual appearance of the evolving structures upon crystallization, a
crystallized sample was prepared by annealing an equimolar, hypoeutectic blend at 200°C
for one hour after a preceding heating cycle. Figure 4.4 a) shows a microscopic image of this
sample under crossed polarizer conditions. The sample exhibits crystalline lamellar structures
which are a few hundred nanometers thick and several micrometers long, as can be seen in
more detail in an AFM tapping mode height scan in Figure 4.4 b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Binary spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy blend, which was prepared in equimolar,
hypoeutectic composition and annealed at 200°C for one hour after a preceding heating
cycle. (a) Transmitted-light image under crossed polarizer conditions. Scale bar is
50 µm. (b) Respective AFM height scan. Scale bar is 1 µm
For the second investigated, miscible blend system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT, the situation is
more challenging. The melting temperatures are much less separated here than for the
aforementioned system, which leads to difficulties in determination of the transition
temperatures. Moreover, only four samples could be prepared with the remaining amount of
synthesized spiro-PFPy (see Table 4.2). Figure 4.5 shows the respective second heating runs.
Table 4.2. Prepared DSC samples of the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFPy.
Sample

Æ(Spiro-4Φ)

Æ(Spiro-PFPy)

0.23

0.93

4.07

0.232

/mg

/mg

Ç(Spiro-4Φ)a)

0.48

2.18

3.16

0.476

0.67

3.23

2.07

0.673

0.84

4.12

1.05

0.838

a)

This denotes a nominal volume fraction assuming no volume change of mixing. The compositional accuracy is in the
order of 0.004.
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The sample 0.23 with the biggest spiro-PFPy amount shows no glass transition and cold
crystallization, since it melt-crystallized completely in the preceding heating cycle. The
solidus and liquidus transitions are superimposed and an artifact40 due to vaporizing material
is visible at the high temperature end of the DSC trace. The sample 0.48 shows a very
complex behavior. After the sample goes through its glass transition, a first cold
crystallization takes place around 190°C, followed by a second crystallization at 240°C.
Thereafter, an endothermic melting signal begins to appear, which is then interrupted by a
third crystallization signal around 260°C followed by both, a sharp and a very broad melting
peak, the latter resembling a typical liquidus melting transition. However, at the high
temperature end of this last transition a shoulder appears. The sample 0.67 shows a glass
transition, cold crystallization, and again, a superposition of solidus and liquidus signals. The
last sample 0.84 shows a glass transition with a very pronounced endothermic hysteresis peak
and an artifact which is attributed to bursting of the DSC pan. No melting transitions were
observed here because the sample did not crystallize after the melt state was reached in the
preceding heating cycle, neither in the first cooling run nor in the second heating run.

Figure 4.5: DSC traces of second heating runs of the blend system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFPy of
varying composition. Crystallization is indicated in red. For details, see text.

40

For DSC artifacts, see e.g. [121,122].
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Only limited data can be extracted from these DSC traces. The onset of the solidus can
only be determined from the sample 0.23. Sample 0.48 shows too many superimposed
transitions in this temperature region and for sample 0.67, the leading edge is too flat for an
accurate determination. The liquidus peak value can only be determined from samples 0.23,
0.48 and 0.67. For the sample 0.48, however, the peak value determination is obstructed by
the presence of the high-temperature-end shoulder. It is not clear whether this shoulder is due
to an additional transition related to solid solubility or rather an artifact due to incomplete
melting in the preceding heating run. By assuming no solid solubility for the moment, the
peak value was used for subsequent operations. To account for the present shoulder, the
corresponding error was set to 5°C, which is the difference of peak and shoulder. The glass
transition temperatures could be obtained from all samples, except the first, which showed
no such transition.

Figure 4.6: Plot of Equation 2.27 resolved into 0ΦF(spiro-4Φ) versus ΦF (spiro-4Φ). The
red straight line resembles the linear fit from which the interaction parameter was
determined. The error for the sample 0.48 is largest since here the temperature
uncertainty was set to 5 K. For details, see text.
Following the same procedure as in the system spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy, for the liquidus
temperatures, an interaction parameter could be determined which, however, has only little
informative value: By, again, resolving Equation 2.27 into χΦF (spiro-4Φ) and plotting

versus the quantity ΦF (spiro-4Φ), χ was determined from the slope of a linear fit of only

three data points (see Figure 4.6). The resulting interaction parameter was 1.07 ± 0.05. As
can be seen in Figure 4.7 a), from this interaction parameter, two liquidus curves could be
calculated (solid red lines) and the solidus (dashed red line) was, again, determined from the
intersection. The relative glass transition shifts are negative in contrast to the system spiro-
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TAD/spiro-PFPy, indicating an unfavorable interaction of both compounds (see
Figure 4.7 b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) Binary solid-liquid equilibrium phase diagram of the system
spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFPy. Experimental temperatures are depicted by black squares.
Calculated liquidus (red solid lines) and solidus curves (red dashed line) from the Nishi
Wang equation. (b) Relative glass transition shifts of binary spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFPy blends.
The lines are guides to the eye.
For this blend system, however, it is not clear whether the assumption of no solid
solubility is justified. Especially for sample 0.48, multiple transitions are visible in the DSC
trace, which could be an indication towards partial solid solubility. Again, more samples
measured at different rates could help to clarify the situation. Spiro-4Φ is known [82] to
crystallize in the triclinic crystal system and space group P-1. And although sublimated
spiro-PFPy exhibits an incompatible monoclinic crystal system, it is known to form a variety
of pseudo-polymorphs in presence of solvent. In the presence of tetrachloromethane, for
instance, the space group P2/n is realized. For acetonitrile and chloroform/n-hexane, the same
space group P-1 is realized as for neat spiro-4Φ. This could be a hint that both components
might indeed co-crystallize forming a solid solution for certain compositions, although the
calculated liquidus curves and resulting solidus fit the very limited experimental data well.
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4.2. Binary immiscible blends
In this section, we will treat the binary phase behavior of the blend systems that undergo
phase separation in the melt. Turbidity measurements will act as a starting point and thermal
analysis accompanied by rigorous application of the Flory Huggins solution theory will be
used for derivation of binary liquid-liquid equilibrium phase diagrams. All experiments were
first carried out on two blend systems, namely the system spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT and spiro4Φ/spiro-PFT, simply because for these compounds most synthesized material was available.
The exact experimental and evaluative procedures were developed on these blend systems
and were then successively applied to all other immiscible material combinations.
The first investigated system was spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT, which was known to exhibit a
miscibility gap in the liquid state from preliminary experiments (see Section 3.4). For the
determination of the binodal from turbidity measurements, several samples with varying
composition were prepared and examined as stated earlier (Sections 3.4 and 3.5).

Figure 4.8: Incident-light composite image of the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT. As-cast
drop-cast film of off-critical blend on a 5 mm cover glass slide. Inset shows thick,
cracked areas. Scale bar is 300 µm.
Their thickness was non-uniform, ranging from a few 100 nm up to ~15 µm with the
thick parts mainly being located near the edge of the glass substrate. A closed film could only
develop within the thin areas. The thick areas, on the other hand, were covered with multiple
cracks. Since all studied amorphous drop-cast films generally displayed this behavior, for
illustration, a whole-sample composite image of the related system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT is
shown in Figure 4.8. The as-cast spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT samples appeared clear and
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transparent with an orange-yellowish hue. Upon heating, all spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT samples
displayed virtually the same behavior. Around a nominal temperature of 155°C
(rate: 100 K/min), which is ~20 K above the

i

of the higher-melting component

spiro-TAD, the viscosity of the sample visibly decreased. This was evident from the
aforementioned cracks being healed upon heating. At the same time, the clear samples were
slowly getting turbid, resulting in the formation of either spherical emulsion droplets or a
spinodal structure, depending on the prepared sample composition (see Figure 4.9 for a
critical sample).

Figure 4.9: Transmitted-light time evolution image of the system spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT.
Drop-cast film of critical blend on a 5 mm cover glass slide around a dust particle:
as-cast (left), annealed for 50 s at 160°C (middle), annealed for 5 min at 160°C (right).
Focal settings and illumination settings are identical for all images. Scale bar is 10 µm.
In Figure 4.10, a SEM/EDX micrograph of an off-critical spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT TEM
sample rich in spiro-PFT is shown. As can be seen from that, the emulsion droplets are
depleted in fluorine, thus, correspondingly resembling the spiro-TAD-rich phase, which is
dispersed in a spiro-PFT-rich phase. This proves that the observed structures are indeed the
result of phase separation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: (a) SEM micrograph of off-critical binary spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT sample rich in
spiro-PFT. Image was contrast-enhanced in GIMP to facilitate recognition of dispersed
emulsion droplets. The underlying circular structures originate from the holey carbon
film of the respective copper grid substrate. (b) Corresponding EDX mapping of fluorine.
Upon further heating, the emerging structure coalesced into bigger droplets until the
phase boundary eventually vanished. Unexpectedly, this happened at exactly the same
temperature of 346°C for all spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT samples independently of the actual
composition. The prepared composition only had an influence on the amount and ultimate
size of the droplets of the dispersed or minority phase. This finding is attributed to the fact
that the sample is not being stirred. Recall that at given temperature, all compositions within
the miscibility gap will phase-separate into two phases with exactly those two compositions
that are defined by the intersections of the given isotherm with the binodal line. And the
relative amounts of both phases are determined by the lever rule. If homogenization of the
sample does not take place by shear forces, molecular flow is solely governed by diffusion.
In the described experiment, diffusion is limited, however, and so is the diffusion length.
Hence, upon temperature increase, along the interphase of a droplet, the local composition
approaches the critical composition and the phase boundary will not vanish until the
corresponding critical temperature is reached since the molecular flow from the bulk of both
phases is slower than the time scale of the temperature ramp. Thus, we attribute the measured
temperature of 346°C to be the system’s upper critical solution temperature. Subsequent
cooling and reheating yielded the same temperature because at higher temperatures, within
the one-phase region, the blend could not be homogenized to the initial as-cast composition
due to both, the limited diffusion and limited time at elevated temperature. Increasing this
time, however, would yield to severe changes in the sample’s overall composition due to the
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substantial and different vapor pressure of both involved compounds. The situation is
somewhat different for the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT. Contrary to the system
spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT, the as-cast films did not appear clear and transparent but were already
demixed (see Figure 4.11).41

Figure 4.11: Transmitted-light image of the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT. As-cast drop-cast
film of near-critical blend on a 5 mm cover glass slide. The film is already demixed
before further annealing. Scale bar is 50 µm. On the sample thickness dependence of
evolving structures, see Section 4.3.
The demixing kinetics seem to be much faster for this blend since demixing already took
place upon solvent evaporation. Upon heating, the blend viscosity decreased noticeably at a
temperature of 195°C (rate: 100 K/min), which is, again, roughly 20 K above the

i

of the

higher melting component (spiro-4Φ). Here, no substantial morphological change in terms
of an increase in turbidity took place. The structures which were already present in the ascast samples began to coalesce, no new droplets emerged.42 Similarly to the aforementioned
system, the cloud point was identical for all sample compositions with a temperature of
338°C. All immiscible blend systems studied in this work displayed a similar behavior
showing only one single cloud point temperature for all prepared compositions. So, the lack
of shear forces obviously renders turbidity measurements inapplicable for determination of
the binodal. However, with this method, the upper critical solution temperature may be
determined even if the prepared blend composition is very approximate or imprecise. In

41

This was also the case for the systems spiro-αNPB/spiro-PFT and spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFΦ-CN (see Table 4.3).
For this and all other studied as-cast demixed samples, moderate annealing did not yield any substantial morphological
changes. Moderate annealing denotes both, temperature annealing a few degrees above i and solvent annealing. The latter
was performed by covering the samples for 24 h immediately after casting for the solvent evaporation to happen slowly.
42
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Table 4.3, upper critical solution temperatures for all examined immiscible material
combinations are compiled. Each value is the average of three measurements.
Table 4.3. Upper critical solution temperatures from turbidity measurements.
Compound

Spiro-

Spiro-

Spiro-

PFPy

PFΦ-CN

PFT

Spiro-4Φ

-

285°C a)

338°C a)

Spiro-TAD

-

305°C b)

346°C b)

Spiro-αNPB

269°C b)

452°C b)

520°C a)

Each temperature is the average of three measurements. The temperatures correspond within ±1°C. a) As-cast sample was
initially present in an already demixed state. b) As-cast sample was clear and transparent and demixed upon annealing only.

As will be shown in the next paragraphs, some information about the phase behavior of the
studied blend systems can still be deduced by application of the Flory Huggins solution
theory. Recall that a binary liquid-liquid equilibrium phase diagram may be constructed from
the temperature dependence of the respective interaction parameter (see Section 2.1). And

since both critical parameters Φ56 7 and χ56 7 may be determined from the molar volumes
of both involved components (Equations 2.23 and 2.24, respectively), a calculated critical
interaction parameter may be assigned to the measured critical temperature. Interaction
parameters at lower temperatures (and different compositions) are accessible through melting
point depression measurements (see Section 2.3). This data may then be used to model the
temperature dependence of χ( ) and derive the phase diagram for each blend system.

This approach was first tested on the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT (Φ56 7 = 0.54 and

χ56 7 = 1.71)43 because here both melting points were better separated than in the case of
spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT (250°C and 293°C vs. 250°C and 276°C). DSC samples of varying
composition were prepared as described previously (see Section 3.4). The cast films were
then scratched off the glass substrates and transferred into DSC pans. The total sample mass
varied between 3 mg and a few 100 µg because electrostatic charging of the scraped sample

fragments impeded a quantitative transfer. In Table 4.4, the prepared sample compositions
are compiled.

43

By convention, the critical composition is expressed as volume fraction of the smaller compound, which in this case is
spiro-4Φ.
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Table 4.4. Prepared DSC sample compositions of the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT.
Sample

•(Spiro-4Φ)a)

•(Spiro-PFT)a)

0.1

20

180

0.105

/µL

/µL

Ç(Spiro-4Φ)b)

0.3

60

140

0.312

0.5

100

100

0.514

0.7

140

60

0.712

0.9

180

20

0.905

0.54

105

95

0.539

a)

This denotes the pipetted volume from the respective stock solution. b) This denotes a nominal volume fraction assuming
no volume change of mixing. TGA traces of both stock solutions (not shown) yielded concentrations of 11.9 g/L for spiro-4Φ
(expected: 11.4 g/L) and 15.4 g/L for spiro-PFT (expected: 15.7 g/L) which was accounted for in the calculation of the blend
composition (cf. Section 3.4). However, the compositional accuracy is no better than 0.5% due to pipetting errors.

The depressed melting points of both components were determined from DSC scans. For this,
the first heating runs were used because of several reasons. First, the samples were already
equilibrated prior to examination contrary to the case of miscible blend systems. Second, the
different vapor pressures of both components would inevitably lead to changes in the overall
composition which, in turn, would already become noticeable in the second heating run.
Furthermore, no recrystallization took place, neither in the first cooling run, nor in the second
heating run. Thus, simply, no melting signals appeared in subsequent heating runs. The
absence of recrystallization and subsequent melting signals, on the other hand, is even
beneficial for determination of the glass transition since a cold crystallization signal would
mask the glass transition.44 In Figure 4.12 a), an exemplary first heating run of the critical
sample 0.54 is shown in the temperature region where melting takes place. For comparison,
the melting transitions of both pure components are shown as well. In the blend, the melting
points of both components are lowered by a few Kelvin. For spiro-PFT, this is a little more
pronounced than for spiro-4Φ. Figure 4.12 b) shows the second heating run of a similar
sample45 in the glass transition temperature region together with the glass transitions of both
pure compounds. The blend sample exhibits two distinct glass transitions which are shifted
towards each other. Again, for spiro-PFT, this is more pronounced. For spiro-4Φ, the shift is
barely visible. Therefore, the blend system should rather be considered partially miscible than
immiscible.

44

Especially, samples with high amounts of spiro-PFT start to recrystallize around 180°C upon heating which is just a
few Kelvin above the glass transition temperature of spiro-4Φ (175°C). For comparison, see Figure 4.12 b) and Figure 4.13.
45 Here, the first cycle was performed with the highest possible rate of 300 K/min to keep the time at elevated temperature
as short as possible for the composition not to change dramatically.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: DSC traces of critical spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT sample 0.54 and both pure
compounds. (a) First heating run of the blend system in the melting transition
temperature region. (b) Second heating run of the blend system in the glass transition
temperature region.
The depressed melting point temperatures of all measured samples are compiled in
Table 4.5. A set of five interaction parameters each could be derived from both compounds’
melting transitions using Equation 2.27. The error of the interaction parameter was calculated

by Gaussian error propagation of the quantities temperature (Δ = 1 K) and volume fraction

(ΔΦ = 0.005). Thereby, the error becomes huge if the volume fraction of the considered
compound approaches unity. The melting transition temperatures remain nearly constant for
all compositions, or, in other words, the differences are not significant and almost entirely
fall into the temperature error interval of 1 K.46
Table 4.5. Calculated interaction parameters for the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT.

a)

•~,È

•~,È

Sample

(Spiro-4Φ)

(Spiro-PFT)

0.1

/°“

ÉÈ

(Spiro-4Φ)

-

/°“

244.9

0.3

290

0.5

a)

”ÉÈ

ÉÈ

a)

”ÉÈ

(Spiro-4Φ)

(Spiro-PFT)

(Spiro-PFT)

-

-

-0.88

3.07

245.0

1.96

0.05

2.46

0.35

290.9

245.2

2.10

0.10

2.09

0.13

0.7

289.9

244.1

2.55

0.28

1.89

0.07

0.9

290

-

3.04

2.44

-

-

0.54

290.3

244.0

2.11

0.11

1.95

0.12

Interaction parameter as calculated from Equation 2.27 with !(spiro-4Φ) = ! = 1 and !(spiro-PFT) = ! .

46

In fact, the DSC instrument’s temperature uncertainty is in the order of 0.1 K. However, due to determination of melting
temperatures with the baseline method, the error inherently cannot be considered as less than 1 K (see Section 2.5).
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The compositional dependence of χ apparently shows an inconsistent behavior. Taking the

calculated errors into account, χ shows a very weak increase with increasing Φ, if it was
determined from the melting point depression of spiro-4Φ, whereas this tendency is opposite
for spiro-PFT-determined interaction parameters. However, this apparent inconsistency may

be easily resolved, if one considers the entire DSC trace of a given heating run. Figure 4.13
shows such a DSC trace of the first heating run of the same critical sample 0.54 as before.

Figure 4.13: DSC trace of the first heating run of spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT critical sample 0.54.
The entire experimental temperature range is shown. Artifact type 1 is related to sample
pan distortions and electric power supply disturbances, artifact of type 2 is due to rapid
volatilization of gases, i.e. evaporating material. For DSC artifacts, see [121,122].
From this we see that before the first melting transition takes place, the sample
cold-crystallizes with an onset temperature of around 180°C. This means, that the melting of
spiro-PFT does not take place in an amorphous matrix which, however, is strictly required
for Equation 2.27 to be valid (see Section 2.3). This requirement is only fulfilled for the
melting of spiro-4Φ. Therefore, only interaction parameters derived from the melting point
depression of spiro-4Φ are reasonable. The other set of derived interaction parameters must
be discarded. This is true not only for the considered blend system, but for all measured
immiscible blends since all display cold crystallization in the first heating run (see Appendix).
Generally, only the melting depression of the higher melting component may be used for
evaluation of χ, . In Figure 4.14 a), all determined valid interaction parameters for the system

spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT are depicted which originate from melting point depression.
Additionally, the calculated critical interaction parameter is shown as well, which
corresponds to the critical temperature.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: (a) Valid interaction parameters for the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT determined
from melting point depression (black) and turbidity measurements (red) which
correspond to temperatures of ~290°C and 338°C, respectively. (b) Binary liquid-liquid
equilibrium phase diagram for the same blend system derived from the temperature
dependence of χ . Solid lines represent the spinodal and binodal derived from
Equations 2.22 and 2.15, respectively. Dashed line represents binodal as calculated from
Equation 2.19. For details, see text.
Thus, for the critical composition, two interaction parameters are available at different
temperatures. And it is these two interaction parameters which were used to determine the
temperature dependence of χ by plotting them versus 1/

(not shown). This rather crude

approximation essentially is a linear fit over two data points which seems highly illegitimate
in the first place. It must be pointed out, however, that no more than exactly these two data
points are extractable from the experiments. Using only these two interaction parameters goes
hand in hand with omission of compositional dependence which, however, seems certainly
reasonable, since the values χ, (Φ) do not differ much (if the corresponding errors are
considered). The evaluated temperature dependence of the interaction parameter, which was
used for construction of the binary liquid-liquid equilibrium phase diagram (Figure 4.14 b),

is χ = 2875.2 /K − 2.9968 . 47 The spinodal was calculated from Equation 2.22. The

binodal was determined from solving the binodal condition (2.15) by a simple Python script48
(solid line in Figure 4.14 b). For compositions near the critical composition, this approach
failed, though. Thus, for these compositions, the approximation from Cook and Hillard (2.19)
was used (dashed line in Figure 4.14 b). Estimations about the error of the constructed phase

diagram (i.e. of the parameters & and ') cannot be gained from the linear fit, since an error
weighted linear regression is not possible with only two data points. To still have a measure

47
48

This seemingly high precision is simply resulting from the two-point linear fit. The values were thus taken as error-free.
Programming of this Python script was performed by Nicolai Hoinka, which is gratefully acknowledged.
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for the error of the constructed phase diagram, the error of Δχ, = 0.11 at critical
composition (see Table 4.5) was both, added and subtracted from the calculated value of
χ, = 2.11 . For both possibilities, new parameters & and ' were calculated and the
corresponding spinodals were constructed (Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15: Spinodal of the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT as calculated from the determined
parameters & and ' (for details, see text). The error of the corresponding Δχ, was
added and subtracted from the determined χ, which leads to new parameters & and '.
These were then used to calculate two new spinodals.
The influence of the error of χ on the spinodal is noticeable. Yet it does not lead to
severe deviations from the calculated value. For the spinodal corresponding to the added
error, the deviations are approximately half as big as for the subtracted error. At a temperature
of ~200°C, where the differences in volume fraction are largest, this value does not exceed

ΔΦ = 0.03. Thus, for the sake of clarity, error propagation for the phase diagram was omitted
and the parameters & and ' were treated as error-free. The phase diagram (Figure 4.14 b)
is slightly asymmetric. The miscibility gap is more pronounced in the spiro-4Φ-rich region.
Thus, more spiro-4Φ is expected to be incorporated in the spiro-PFT-rich phase than
spiro-PFT in the spiro-4Φ-rich phase. This is consistent with the glass transition shifts of the
critical sample 0.54 in Figure 4.12 b). The

i

shift of the spiro-PFT-rich phase is larger than

in the spiro-4Φ-rich phase suggesting that the constructed phase diagram is indeed
reasonable. In principle, it would be possible to construct such a phase diagram from only
two measurements of a critical sample with a total material consumption of considerably less
than 5 mg (~300 µg for a single cloud point run, ~3 mg for a single DSC run). This is quite
remarkable even though the phase diagram should rather be considered a rough estimate than
a precise determination. Not only was the determination of the temperature dependence of
the interaction parameter rather crude, the Flory Huggins solution theory as such is very
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approximate which is mainly owed to the fact that it does not account for volume change of
mixing. Nevertheless, given the experimental restrictions, this is the best estimation of the
binary phase behavior that could be obtained for the studied materials. Thus, the procedure
was applied to the other immiscible blend systems by investigating their critical blends.
Table 4.6 summarizes the respective calculated and measured quantities along with the
determined parameters & and ' from the temperature dependence of χ (2.11).

Table 4.6. Values needed for determination of parameters & and '.
Blend system

Ç•Ÿ¿¡

Spiro-4Φa),b)/Spiro-PFT

0.54

a)

••Ÿ¿¡

•~,È

338

290.3

/°C

/°C

É•Ÿ¿¡

ÉÈ

1.71

2.11
c)

À

B

2875.2

-2.9968

/K

- c)

Spiro-4Φ /Spiro-PFΦ-CN

0.53

285

276

1.77

-

Spiro-TADb)/Spiro-PFTa)

0.52

346

269.5

1.87

2.06

833.74

0.5202

Spiro-TAD/Spiro-PFΦ-CNa),b)

0.53

305

292

1.80

2.26

11609

-18.279

Spiro-αNPB/Spiro-PFPya),b)

0.56

269

303.8

1.57

0.97

5402.2

-8.3963

b)

0.54

520

302

1.73

2.41

1423

-0.0624

0.55

452

301.6

1.67

2.32

1798.3

-0.8081

Spiro-αNPB /Spiro-PFT

a)

Spiro-αNPBb)/Spiro-PFΦ-CNa)

-

c)

a)

This denotes the compound with the smaller molar volume. By convention, the composition is expressed as volume
fraction of this compound. b) This denotes the compound with the higher melting point. The melting point depression of this
compound was used to calculate 0, . c) Here, only one melting peak was observed (see Appendix). An evaluation was not
possible.

The errors of the estimated interaction parameters are in the order of 10%. For clarity, the

parameters & and ' were treated as error-free. For all blends containing spiro-PFT, an

evaluation was possible. Two blends containing spiro-PFΦ-CN could be evaluated. The
system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFΦ-CN was not evaluable since only one single melting peak was
observed. This is attributed to the fact that the low-temperature polymorph of spiro-PFΦ-CN
and spiro-4Φ have quite similar melting temperatures (294°C vs. 293°C). For the system
spiro-TAD/spiro-PFΦ-CN, in which spiro-PFΦ-CN appears as high-melting-point
component, the low-temperature polymorph melting point of 294°C was used instead of
310°C (corresponding to the high-temperature polymorph). The higher melting temperature

produced inconsistencies yielding χ, = 0.79 at the depressed melting temperature of 292°C
although the critical values are χ56 7 = 1.80 and

56 7

= 305°C. Within the miscibility gap,

the χ, value should be higher than the critical value, though. In the case of spiro-PFPy, only

the blend with spiro-αNPB was evaluated. The other two blend systems are miscible within
the experimental temperature range and were covered in Section 4.1.
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Figure 4.16: Binary liquid-liquid equilibrium phase diagrams for all immiscible blend
systems derived from the temperature dependence of χ . Solid lines represent the
spinodal and binodal derived from Equations 2.22 and 2.15, respectively. Dashed line
represents binodal as calculated from Equation 2.19. Composition is expressed as
volume fraction of underlined compound.
The derived phase diagrams for all evaluated blend systems are depicted in Figure 4.16.
The critical composition is shifted towards the smaller compound, which is the acceptor in
all cases, except for the systems containing spiro-4Φ. For blends containing spiro-PFT, the
spiro-4Φ blend exhibits the lowest critical temperature but the widest miscibility gap. At
~100°C, both coexisting phases are essentially pure. The spiro-TAD blend exhibits the
narrowest miscibility gap and the spiro-αNPB blend the highest critical temperature. The
blends spiro-αNPB/spiro-PFPy and spiro-TAD/spiro-PFΦ-CN appear unusually broad and
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angular. This is mainly owed to the substantial difference in interaction parameters together
with a comparably small temperature difference of

,

and

56 7 ,

since both systems exhibit

the lowest critical temperatures of all evaluated systems. It should also be noted that only for
these two blends, χ, was derived from the acceptor compound. Spiro-PFPy is known to

exhibit a tendency to form a variety of pseudo-polymorphs in the presence of solvent [82],
and spiro-PFΦ-CN is polymorphic. This may either be a hint towards a wrongly used value
for the pure component’s melting temperature, if a hitherto unidentified polymorph is present
in the blend. Or the assumption of no solid solubility should be reconsidered (as in the system
spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFPy in Section 4.1). Whether this is the case or not, is a matter of speculation
at present, since considerably more synthesized material would be needed for a detailed
thermal analysis. Especially for the spiro-PFPy blend, it would be of interest to investigate
the melting point depression at different compositions because here, melting takes place
above the critical temperature. In addition, the DSC trace shows typical features of eutectic
melting (see Appendix).
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4.3. Ternary blends
Ternary blends composed of a binary donor-acceptor blend and a third surfactant-like
ambipolar compound will be covered in this section. The impact on the resulting structures
due to the presence of the third component will be examined. It will be investigated whether
the resulting length scale of the developing patterns scales with the amount of added
surfactant-like compound and whether bicontinuous nanostructures may be realized with this
approach. And since the length scale has shown to depend on the absolute film thickness in
binary blends (cf. Section 4.2), we will start with a short analysis of this effect. Thereafter,
the behavior of the systems spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT and spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT upon addition of
surfactant-like compounds will be studied.
Already in the very beginning of the experimental work, it was clear that the ultimate
size of the patterns strongly depends on the thickness of the films. In Section 4.2, Figures 4.8
and 4.11 nicely show that the structures are larger for thick, cracked areas near the edge of
the substrate than for areas in the center, irrespective of the nature of structures, whether this
be droplets or spinodal structures. Figure 4.17 shows a critical spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT sample,
which was annealed at 160°C for 10 minutes after casting. After that, part of the film was
scratched off the substrate using a razor blade to measure the thickness and length scale of
the structures by AFM. Using this technique, it is possible to measure both quantities at once.

Figure 4.17: Transmitted-light composite image of the system spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT.
Drop-cast film of critical blend which was annealed for 10 min at 160°C. Part of the film
was scratched off with a razor blade generating the horizontal boundary visible in this
image. The squares labeled with 1, 2, 3 denote areas where AFM measurements were
conducted. Their edge length corresponds to 50 µm.
At the right-hand side of Figure 4.17, the film thickness is smallest, and the structures
are barely visible, whereas at the very left-hand side, the structures are comparably huge. The

thickness in this area is 2 10 µm, which was estimated from the scale of the focal plane
turning knob of the microscope. For this, both, the surface of the film and the substrate were
focused, and the difference was noted. Nearly defect-free AFM scans could be obtained in
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three different spots of the sample (areas 1, 2, 3 in Figure 4.17). Tapping mode height scans
are depicted in a) of Figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20. For spot 1 and 2, the film thicknesses may
be estimated directly from linear height profiles drawn across the edge of the scratched film.
They are depicted in b). For spot 3, the height profile could only be measured with a very
low scan rate over a separate adjacent 4 µm x 4 µm area (inset of Figure 4.20 b) to keep the
scan speed low. This is necessary because the instrument’s -direction readjustment takes

time, especially for heights exceeding 1 µm. The estimated film thicknesses Ê are ~0.5 µm,

~0.8 µm and ~1.5 µm for spots 1, 2 and 3, respectively. For estimation of the length scale of
the spinodal patterns, areas of the AFM scans were chosen which lie entirely on the plateau
of cast material (dashed areas in a) of Figures 4.18 – 4.20).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.18: (a) AFM height scan of critical spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT blend corresponding to
area 1 in Figure 4.17. Image was manipulated in Gwyddion. Scale bar is 10 µm. Solid
lines labeled with 1, 2, 3 correspond to height profiles, which are depicted in b). The
dashed rectangle represents the area which was used for frequency domain analysis.
(c) Monochromized image of this area. Monochromization was done manually with
GIMP. (d) Normalized radial profile of the corresponding 2D FFT power spectrum
(squares) and corresponding Gauss fit (red line) with χF6-, = 5.4 ⋅ 10Kc. The inset shows
the central part of the power spectrum. Edges correspond to 2 µm-1. For details, see text.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.19: (a) AFM height scan of critical spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT blend corresponding to
area 2 in Figure 4.17. Image was manipulated in Gwyddion. Scale bar is 10 µm. Solid
lines labeled with 1, 2, 3 correspond to height profiles, which are depicted in b). The
dashed rectangle represents the area which was used for frequency domain analysis.
(c) Monochromized image of this area. Monochromization was done manually with
GIMP. (d) Normalized radial profile of the corresponding 2D FFT power spectrum
(squares) and corresponding Gauss fit (red line) with χF6-, = 3.6 ⋅ 10Kc. The inset shows
the central part of the power spectrum. Edges correspond to 2 µm-1. For details, see text.
These images were then monochromized in GIMP (GNU Image Manipulation Program,
version 2.8.18). From comparison of light-microscopic observations with AFM scans, the
low-height values (appearing darker) were ascribed to resemble one phase, and the high
values the other one. However, since the cast film is not flat but exhibits a non-uniform,
undulated surface, the grey values (i.e. height) may be identical for some areas which appear
as the “dark” phase and such that are ascribed to the “light” phase. Thus, simple thresholding
does not lead to structures which resemble the visual appearance of these patterns. Therefore,
the dark areas were traced by hand in GIMP in a new layer by consistently comparing with
the underlying layer of the original image.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.20: (a) AFM height scan of critical spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT blend corresponding to
area 3 in Figure 4.17. Image was manipulated in Gwyddion. Scale bar is 10 µm.
(b) Height profiles corresponding to solid lines in inset. Scale bar is 1 µm, black
corresponds to a height of 0 µm, white is 1.74 µm. The AFM scan was performed
adjacent to the area depicted in a). (c) Monochromized image of a). Monochromization
was done manually with GIMP. (d) Normalized radial profile of the corresponding
2D FFT power spectrum (squares) and corresponding Gauss fit (red line) with
χF6-, = 3.9 ⋅ 10Kc . The inset shows the central part of the power spectrum. Edges
correspond to 2 µm-1. For details, see text.
The created monochrome images were then used for frequency domain analysis by
computing the power spectrum from 2D FFT (fast Fourier transform) and extracting the
respective radial profiles with Gwyddion (version 2.49). Using just the original
non-processed images generated radial profiles with a very broad zero-frequency component,
so that an evaluation was not possible. The monochrome images, conversely, produced very
narrow zero-frequency components, which could easily be masked prior to normalization and
evaluation. For each spot, the power spectrum exhibits a halo (inset in d) of
Figures 4.18 – 4.20). Each radial profile was fitted to a Gaussian, as common in the literature.
Table 4.7 summarized the obtained values.
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Table 4.7. Thickness and evaluated length scale of spinodal patterns.
Ì

/µm

Í“
/µm-1

Î
/µm-1

Ï
/µm

”Ï
/µm

1

~0.5

0.267

0.091

3.75

1.29

2

~0.8

0.1454

0.0518

6.87

2.45

3

~1.5

0.0813

0.0311

12.30

4.69

Spot

From the inverse of the center yv of each fitted Gaussian, the length scale Λ was

obtained.49 The corresponding error ΔΛ was calculated as σ/yvF . From this we see, that for
this critical spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT sample, the structures scale roughly linear with film
thickness in the range of 0.5 µm - 1.5 µm. In even thicker areas, i.e. left of spot 3 in
Figure 4.17, AFM scan could not be performed due to the limited cantilever displacement
range of the instrument. However, the length scale is in the order of several tens of microns
as can be seen from the figure. Thus, for all subsequent morphological investigations, the

cracked, thick parts (Ê 2 10 µm) located at the substrate edge of each sample were used to
ensure that the influence of the sample thickness on the pattern lengths scale is minimized
and any alterations thereof are solely caused by the presence of the third compound.
First, the influence of the three surfactant-like compounds on the critical point of both
considered binary critical blends, spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT and spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT, was tested
to check whether the third compound behaves like a surfactant (i.e. a symmetric A-B
block-copolymer) or as an impurity (cf. Section 2.6). For this, ternary blends for turbidity
measurements were prepared as described in Section 3.4. Thereby, the respective binary
critical blends were diluted with varying amounts of each of the three surfactant-like
compounds to yield an isopleth along a constant (critical) donor-acceptor (A+B) ratio.
Tables 4.8 and 4.9 summarize the prepared blend compositions for both studied systems.
Table 4.8. Prepared ternary blend compositions for the system
A+B: spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT, A-B: surfactant-like compound
•(A+B)a)

•(A-B)b)

/µL

DPPFPy)

19

1

0.046

0.046

0.045

18

2

0.093

0.093

0.090

17

3

0.140

0.14

0.136

16

4

0.187

0.16

0.182

/µL

Ç(Spiro-

c)

Ç(Spiro-

TAD-PFT)

c)

Ç(Spiro-

4Φ-PFT)c)

a)

This denotes the pipetted volume of a previously prepared binary critical stock solution. b) This denotes the pipetted
stock solution volume of each surfactant-like compound. c) This denotes a nominal volume fraction assuming no volume
change of mixing. Due to pipetting errors, the compositional accuracy is no better than 0.005.

By computing the FFT in Gwyddion, the usual factor of 2π is omitted, i.e. spatial frequencies are computed, not angular
spatial frequencies. Therefore, the length scale equals the inverse of yv .
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Table 4.9. Prepared ternary blend compositions for the system
A+B: spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT, A-B: surfactant-like compound
•(A+B)a)

•(A-B)b)

/µL

DPPFPy)

19

1

0.047

0.053

0.042

18

2

0.094

0.106

0.085

17

3

0.142

0.159

0.129

16

4

0.190

0.211

0.174

15

5

0.238

0.262

0.219

15

5

0.234

0.253

0.216

14

6

0.282

0.301

0.262

/µL

Ç(Spiro-

c)

Ç(Spiro-

TAD-PFT)

c)

Ç(Spiro-

4Φ-PFT)c)

a)

This denotes the pipetted volume of a previously prepared binary critical stock solution. b) This denotes the pipetted
stock solution volume of each surfactant-like compound. c) This denotes a nominal volume fraction assuming no volume
change of mixing. Due to pipetting errors, the compositional accuracy is no better than 0.005.

The differences in the resulting volume fraction of each surfactant-like compound arise from
corrections related to the actual concentration of the used stock solutions which were checked
by TGA (not shown). Turbidity measurements were performed in triplicate for each of the
prepared sample compositions and the upper critical solution temperature was noted. The
determined temperatures varied as much as 5°C. As can be seen from Figure 4.21, all
surfactant-like compounds lead to a linear reduction of the critical temperature in both blend
systems. For surfactants, which resemble exactly the structural motifs as in the respective
critical binary blend, this effect is significantly stronger. From these findings, it is, however,
not possible to estimate if the critical composition, or better, the binary critical ratio of A+B
is constant or does change upon addition of the third component. This is because the
experimental method is not susceptible to compositional variations (cf. Section 4.2).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.21: Upper critical solution temperatures versus volume fraction of surfactant-like
compound A-B along the critical spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT isopleth (a) and
spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT isopleth (b). Linear fits were performed for that A-B compound,
which showed the strongest influence on the critical temperature. The relative shift of
the critical temperature is also shown.
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The reduction of the critical temperature at the low-surfactant side of both prepared
isopleths shows similarities to the case of A/B/A-B polymer blends. However, for higher A-B
amounts, no ordered phases (corresponding to the polymeric lamellar phase) were observed
but a single amorphous phase was present within the whole experimental temperature range.
An analogous ordered lamellar structure would be expected, if at all, only in the crystalline
state due to the formation of a eutectic structure, as in the case of the binary miscible system
spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy (see Figure 4 in Section 4.1). Detailed studies of the high-surfactant
side of both prepared isopleths by DSC, TEM or XRD, however, would require, again, much
more synthesized material. All attempts of measuring XRD, for instance, failed because no
reflexes could be observed in the experiment, which was attributed to poor crystallinity and
small sample size of prepared samples [123]. The crystallinity was poor, because all samples
did

not

crystallize

completely

upon

annealing,

especially

in

the

system

spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT/A-B, where donor and acceptor exhibit the least tendency to crystallize
(see Section 3.1).
In order to investigate the impact of the third compound on the resulting amorphous
structures, low-surfactant content TEM samples ought to be prepared as described in
Section 3.4. For this, the surfactant-like compounds were chosen that resembled the identical
structural motifs as the respective donor and acceptor compounds since they have the
strongest influence on the critical temperature (spiro-TAD-PFT and spiro-4Φ-PFT,
cf. Figure 4.21). While preparing ternary spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT/spiro-TAD-PFT samples, it
turned out that the need for post-treatment50 in terms of temperature annealing together with
the high crystallization tendency of spiro-TAD-PFT often lead to severe crystallization
thereof. Thus, in the vicinity of the emerging crystals, the sample was depleted in surfactant
leading to compositional changes within the residual amorphous part. Phase separation was
induced in these areas even if the annealing temperature was well below the given ternary
critical temperature. Fortunately, such problems did not arise in the second ternary system
spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT. Here, all compounds exhibit a low or intermediate
crystallization tendency and post-treatment is not necessary since annealing does not lead to
substantial morphological changes (cf. Section 4.2).
Thus, this system was chosen for further investigations by scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM). For this, similar samples were prepared as for turbidity
measurements, but from freshly prepared stock solutions, to yield exactly those compositions

50

As described in Section 4.2, binary spiro-TAD/spiro-PFT appears clear and transparent after casting and has to be
annealed to yield equilibrium morphology.
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which were desired. A stock solution at critical binary composition of spiro-4Φ and
spiro-PFT was diluted with varying amounts of spiro-4Φ-PFT. The resulting drop-cast films
were then processed into TEM samples following the procedure described in Section 3.6 and
were successively studied by STEM. Figure 4.22 shows some exemplary, unprocessed
STEM micrographs.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.22: a) Unprocessed STEM micrographs of the ternary blend system
spiro-4Φ/spiro--PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT with varying surfactant composition. Donor and
acceptor are at critical composition. Volume fraction of spiro-4Φ-PFT is 0.1 (a), 0.25 (b),
0.3 (c), 0.4 (d). The large circular structure in each micrograph originates from the holey
carbon film of the copper grid substrate.
The surprising result is, that the samples exhibit a droplet-like morphology, as would be
expected for off-critical samples, which decompose by nucleation and growth although the
binary donor-acceptor stock solution was prepared at critical composition. So, in order to rule
out that this stock solution might exhibit a falsely prepared composition, it was checked by
UV/Vis absorption measurements (not shown). Furthermore, the morphology of a respective
drop-cast film was found to result from spinodal decomposition, as is expected for a critical
binary sample (see Figure 4.23).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.23: Transmitted-light image of drop-cast film from identical binary critical
spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT stock solution which was used for STEM investigations shown in
Figure 4.22. (a) Thin part of the sample exhibiting early-stage spinodally demixed
structures. Scale bar is 10 µm. (b) Thick part of the sample exhibiting late-stage
spinodally demixed structures. Scale bar is 50 µm.
Thus, the presence of the third, surfactant-like compounds obviously leads to a shift of
the binary critical composition, i.e. the critical ratio of donor and acceptor although the
critical temperature is decreased. This is contrary to the case of ternary A/B/A-B polymer
blends, where a shift in critical composition goes hand in hand with an increase of the upper
critical solution temperature (cf. Section 2.4). However, as can be seen in Figure 4.22, the
amount of added surfactant does indeed scale with the ultimate size of the droplet-like
structures. To quantify this effect, the structures from the micrographs were measured in
ImageJ (version 1.50i). Figure 4.24 shows such an exemplary measurement of the first
micrograph from Figure 4.22 a). Since the TEM samples were prepared by ultramicrotomy,
some typical artifacts are present which are related to the sectioning process. A multitude of
knife ridges parallel to the sectioning direction (depicted by an arrow in Figure 4.24) is
visible. Furthermore, the droplets, which are actually spherical in shape, appear deformed
due to compression. Thus, their diameter is decreased in the sectioning direction. For
evaluation of the true droplet size, the diameter perpendicular to the sectioning direction was
measured (solid yellow lines in Figure 4.24). The evaluated emulsion droplet diameter Êa

for all ternary blends, which were studied so far, is compiled in Table 4.10. As can be seen
from that, the droplet size scales roughly linearly with added surfactant and becomes more
uniform, i.e. less polydisperse. The standard deviation of determined diameters is in the order
of 20% for higher surfactant amounts. Structures as small as a few ten nanometers could be
realized due to the presence of surfactant, albeit the nature of the structures being spherical
in shape deviates from the aimed bicontinuous spinodal structure.
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Figure 4.24: STEM micrographs of ternary spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT blend. Donor
and acceptor are at critical composition. Volume fraction of spiro-4Φ-PFT is 0.1. The
large circular structure in the micrograph originates from the holey carbon film of the
copper grid substrate. Sectioning direction is depicted by an arrow. Yellow lines
represent measured diameters perpendicular to sectioning direction.
Table 4.10. Droplet diameter for critical binary spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT blend which
was diluted by varying amounts of spiro-4Φ-PFT.
Ç(Spiro-

a)

4Φ-PFT)a)

ÌÒ b)

/nm

”ÌÒ c)

/nm

”ÌÒ /ÌÒ

0.1

413

129

0.31

0.25

194

41

0.21

0.3

119

23

0.20

0.4

46

10

0.22

This denotes a nominal volume fraction assuming no volume change of mixing.
diameters. c) Standard deviation of evaluated diameters.

b)

Arithmetic mean of evaluated

The observed shift of the critical binary spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT ratio upon addition of the third
compound can be understood, if the added surfactant-like compound is considered as an
impurity rather than as a real surfactant. According to Equation 2.28 in Section 2.4, the shift
in critical composition should scale with the shift of the critical temperature. The direction
of this shift, however, cannot be predicted from this relation. Whether this shift is in direction
of spiro-4Φ or spiro-PFT has to be estimated by other means. From preliminary experiments
(see Section 3.4), it is known that spiro-4Φ-PFT mixes with each of both compounds and its
solubility in spiro-4Φ and spiro-PFT will undoubtedly be different. By assuming, that this
“preference” of spiro-4Φ-PFT for one of these compounds correlates with the direction of
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the compositional shift, the latter may be calculated from the linear fit in Figure 4.21 b) which
resembles the shift of the critical temperature for this system. The linear fit yielded
Δ

56 7 / 56 7+

= −(0.938 ± 0.009) Φ(Spiro-4Φ-PFT),

with ± F = 0.999. To estimate the “preference” by deriving the respective binary interaction
parameters,

DSC

measurements

of

binary

spiro-4Φ/spiro-4Φ-PFT

blends

and

spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT blends were performed. Tables 4.11 and 4.12 summarize the
respective blend compositions which were prepared in the same way as the blends in
Section 4.1.
Table 4.11. Prepared DSC samples of the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-4Φ-PFT.
Sample

Æ(Spiro-4Φ)

Æ(Spiro-4Φ-PFT)

0.17

4.58

/mg

/mg

Ç(Spiro-4Φ-PFT)a)

1.12

0.168

0.36

2.80

1.87

0.355

0.51

2.28

2.82

0.505

0.80

0.77

3.65

0.796

a)

This denotes a nominal volume fraction assuming no volume change of mixing. The compositional accuracy is in the
order of 0.005.

Table 4.12. Prepared DSC samples of the system spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT.
Sample

Æ(Spiro-PFT)

Æ(Spiro-4Φ-PFT)

0.24

4.12

1.13

0.236

/mg

/mg

Ç(Spiro-4Φ-PFT)a)

0.40

2.98

1.76

0.400

0.65

2.08

3.37

0.646

0.82

1.11

4.52

0.821

a)

This denotes a nominal volume fraction assuming no volume change of mixing. The compositional accuracy is in the
order of 0.003.

As in Section 4.1, the second heating runs were used for evaluation. As can be seen from
Figures 4.25 a) and b), the DSC traces do not exhibit any evaluable melting transitions, so
determination of interaction parameters from melting point depression is not possible. Only
the high-surfactant samples of each system show an endothermic melting peak, which is,
however, superimposed by a preceding crystallization peak in each case. However, the
presence of a single glass transition for each prepared sample allows for an estimation of
enthalpies of mixing from Δ

i / i, ,-^j .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.25: DSC traces of the second heating runs of spiro-4Φ/spiro-4Φ-PFT samples (a)
and spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT samples (b) of varying composition. Relative glass
transition shifts of the blend system spiro-4Φ/spiro-4Φ-PFT (c) and the blend system
spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT (d) derived from a) and b), respectively. The lines are guides
to the eye.
The relative glass transition temperature shift is negative for the spiro-4Φ system,
whereas it is positive for the spiro-PFT system. Thus, mixing is energetically favored for the
spiro-PFT system and spiro-4Φ-PFT is more likely to be localized in the spiro-PFT-rich
phase. Therefore, in compensation, the amount of spiro-4Φ should be increased and the
critical composition should shift in direction of spiro-4Φ. This assumption was then tested
by preparing new ternary samples, which take this shift into account. And since
Equation 2.28 treats the third compound as perturbation of the binary system, the previously
determined relative shift in temperature leads to a shift of a pseudo-binary critical
composition of the form
ΔΦ56 7,gJ /Φ56 7,+ = +(0.938 ± 0.009) Φ(Spiro-4Φ-PFT),
with ΔΦ56 7,gJ denoting the pseudo-binary critical volume fraction shift with respect to

spiro-4Φ and Φ56 7,+ = 0.54 the binary critical composition. Table 4.13 summarizes the
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prepared ternary blend compositions which were processed into TEM samples. Thereby, the
overall volume for preparation of the blend solutions, which were subsequently used for
drop-casting, was increased by a factor of at least 10 compared to previously prepared blend
solutions to increase the compositional accuracy. The composition of the binary
donor-acceptor blend is also shown.
Table 4.13. Prepared ternary TEM samples of the system A: spiro-4Φ,
B: spiro-PFT, A-B: spiro-4Φ-PFT.
•(A)a)

•(B) a)

•(A-B) a)

/µL

Ç(A)

Ç(B)

0.46

54

46

0

0.54

0.46

0.64

0.36

64

36

25

0.51

0.29

+ 0.23

0.67

0.33

67

33

34

0.50

0.25

0.30

+ 0.28

0.69

0.31

69

31

43

0.48

0.22

0.35

+ 0.33

0.72

0.28

72

28

54

0.47

0.18

Ç(A-B)a

”Ç•Ÿ¿¡,™… /Ç•Ÿ¿¡,Ó

Ç™… (A)

Ç™… (B)

0

0

0.54

0.20

+ 0.19

0.25

/µL

/µL

Volume fractions are nominal assuming no volume change of mixing. Volume fractions indexed with pb denote
pseudo-binary compositions, non-indexed volume fractions are actual ternary compositions. a) This denotes the pipetted
volume from the respective stock solution.

In Figure 4.26, the resulting, unprocessed STEM micrographs are shown. This time, the
morphology is not spherical, but (nearly) spinodal and the length scale of the patterns
decreases for increasing surfactant amount. However, the contrast in these micrographs,
which is a material contrast, also decreases with increasing surfactant amount. This finding
is in good accordance with the assumption, that spiro-4Φ-PFT is incorporated preferably into
the electron-dense spiro-PFT-rich phase, which appears as the dark phase. Upon dilution by
the less electron-dense spiro-4Φ-PFT, it consequently appears less dark thus decreasing the
image contrast. Hence, extensive image processing is necessary prior to analysis. As can be
seen from Figure 4.26 a), the sample with Φ (spiro-4Φ-PFT) = 0.2 exhibits dispersed
droplets in each phase, whereas this is not the case for higher surfactant amounts. The patterns
observed in the first two samples are in the order of several microns and superimpose the
structured holey carbon film of the copper substrate. Therefore, a similar monochromization
approach as for evaluation of the thickness dependence of the evolving structures in the
beginning of this section is necessary here (cf. Figures 4.18 – 4.20). This is because the
patters from the substrate interfere with the morphological patterns and cannot be diminished
by simple thresholding. The second two samples, on the other hand, may be manipulated by
thresholding prior to evaluation. Since the patterns unfortunately produce similar contrast as
the knife ridge artifacts, the latter first need to be removed by FFT filtering, though. In
Figures 4.28 a) and 4.29 a), enlarged views of the micrographs in Figure 4.26 c) and d) are
shown, which were used for further evaluation. These were then processed by 2D FFT
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filtering in Gwyddion to remove the parallel knife ridge structures. For this, part of the
respective frequency domain images was filtered, which is arranged perpendicular to the
sectioning direction in each image. Figures 4.28 b) and 4.29 b) show the respective filtered
images resembling these artefact structures. The corresponding image differences depicted
by c) of Figures 4.28 and 4.29 were then subjected to thresholding in GIMP prior to
frequency domain analysis. In each image difference, that grey value was set as threshold,
which corresponds to the maximum of the respective grey value histogram. The
monochromized images in Figure 4.27 b), Figure 4.27 d), Figure 4.28 d) and Figure 4.29 d)
corresponding to samples with nominal surfactant volume fractions of 0.2, 0.25, 0.3 and 0.35,
respectively, were then used for frequency domain analysis.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.26: a) Unprocessed STEM micrographs of the ternary blend system
spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT with varying surfactant composition. For donor and
acceptor compositions, see Table 4.13. Volume fraction of spiro-4Φ-PFT is 0.2 (a),
0.25 (b), 0.30 (c), 0.35 (d). The large circular structures in each micrograph originate
from the holey carbon film of the respective copper grid substrate.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.27: Unprocessed STEM micrographs of ternary spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT
blends with varying surfactant composition. For donor and acceptor compositions, see
Table 4.13. Volume fraction of spiro-4Φ-PFT is 0.2 (a), 0.25 (c). The large circular
structures in each micrograph originate from the holey carbon film of the respective
copper grid substrate. (b), (d) Monochromized images of these areas. Monochromization
was done manually with GIMP.
In Figure 4.30, normalized radial profiles of the corresponding 2D FFT power spectra
are shown. The central parts of these power spectra are to be found in the respective insets.
For the first two spectra, the zero-frequency components are very broad, which is attributed
to the small image areas compared to the pattern length scales. Moreover, the halo-like
structures appear deformed which is due to compression originating from the sectioning
process. Nevertheless, it was possible to mask the zero-frequency components prior to
normalization and evaluation. And the missing (dark) parts of the power spectra of the other
two samples originate from 2D FFT filtering.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.28: (a) Enlarged view of a ternary spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT sample
STEM micrograph with respective nominal volume fractions of 0.48, 0.22 and 0.30.
Scale bar is 300 nm. (b) Filtered Image from 2D FFT filtering resembling knife ridge
artefacts. (c) Respective image difference. (d) Thresholded image of c).
The evaluated pattern length scales are compiled in Table 4.14. As can be seen from that,
the pattern lengths scale non-linearly with surfactant amount and the ultimate size is
decreased to a few ten nanometers. So, the chosen approach to produce bicontinuous
donor-acceptor nanostructures by addition of a third surfactant-like compound was
successful, although the third component merely acts as an impurity. Since the investigations
on the impact of the third compound were conducted on thick parts of the respective samples,
a reduction of the length scale of about three orders of magnitude could be achieved, which
is quite remarkable. The chosen approach is suitable for a whole class of spiro-linked
compounds with similar substitution patterns (that promote phase separation in the liquid).
In how far the chosen approach is extendable to other material classes remains unanswered,
though.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.29: (a) Enlarged view of a ternary spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT sample
STEM micrograph with respective nominal volume fractions of 0.47, 0.18 and 0.35.
Scale bar is 300 nm. (b) Filtered Image from 2D FFT filtering resembling knife ridge
artefacts. (c) Respective image difference. (d) Thresholded image of c).
For the discerning reader two questions may arise. First: Is the observed structure,
especially in the sample with the highest surfactant amount (Φ(spiro-4Φ-PFT) = 0.35), really
due to material contrast or could this simply be density fluctuations or surface roughness?
Second: Why are the observed structures, especially for the two samples with the lower
surfactant amount, not as interconnected as would be expected for a spinodally decomposing
blend system? To address the first question, a single-compound TEM sample was prepared
from pure spiro-TAD.51 The respective high-resolution STEM micrograph was treated in the
exact same manner as both high-surfactant amount samples (see Figure 4.31). As can be seen
in the thresholded image difference, no interconnected structures whatsoever could be
observed here. The observed noisy random signal does not even roughly resemble the
structures in the ternary samples. Thus, it can be reasonably concluded, that the structures

51

Spiro-TAD was used since more synthesized material was available than spiro-4Φ. However, it is not expected, that this
material behaves differently than all other amorphous compounds. There is no indication for that.
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observed for the ternary samples are indeed due to a material contrast. Regarding the second
question, one has to keep in mind, that due to the sectioning process, alterations of the
morphological structure take place by means of compression. However, no disruption of
interconnected areas is to be expected from compression.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.30: Normalized radial profiles of 2D FFT power spectra (squares) and
corresponding Gauss fits (red solid lines) of processed STEM micrographs of ternary
spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT blends with varying surfactant composition. For
donor and acceptor compositions, see Table 4.13. Volume fraction of spiro-4Φ-PFT is
0.2 (a), 0.25 (b), 0.30 (c), 0.35 (d). The insets show the central parts of the power spectra.
Edge lengths are 5 µm-1 (a), 20 µm-1 (b), 60 µm-1 (c), 80 µm-1 (d). The goodness of fit is
given by χF6-, values of 1.6 ⋅ 10Kc (a), 4.5 ⋅ 10Kc (b), 12 ⋅ 10Kc (c), 27 ⋅ 10Kc (d).
Table 4.14. Thickness and length scale of spinodal patterns in ternary samples.
Ç(Spiro-4Φ-PFT)

Í“
/µm-1

Î
/µm-1

Ï
/nm

”Ï
/nm

0.2

0.233

0.141

4292

2596

0.25

1.094

0.923

915

773

0.30

2.983

3.223

168

90

0.35

10.25

5.56

98

53
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.31: (a) STEM micrograph of pure amorphous spiro-TAD. (b) Filtered Image from
2D FFT filtering resembling knife ridge artefacts. (c) Respective image difference.
(d) Thresholded image of c).
The poor interconnectivity is probably rather a result of still-imprecise corrections for
the shift of the critical composition. The simple relation (2.28) treats the added impurity as
perturbation of the binary system. Typically, perturbations are small, whereas the surfactant
or impurity amount added is rather huge with up to 35 vol%. So, the situation is obviously
more complex in our material systems than it was treated as. If we consider the prepared
ternary blend compositions in Table 4.13, it is striking that the actual ternary volume fraction
of spiro-4Φ is almost constant and near its critical binary volume fraction of 0.54. Thus, it
may be speculated, that the impurity may actually even be completely incorporated into the
spiro-PFT-rich phase. If this was the case, then keeping the volume fraction of spiro-4Φ
constantly at 0.54 and varying the ratio of spiro-PFT and spiro-4Φ-PFT according to
Equation 2.28 could produce morphologies with even better interconnectivity. This
assumption, however, does not explain why the samples with higher impurity amounts
obviously exhibit less isolated domains (i.e. better interconnectivity), than the low-impurity
content samples (cf. Figures 4.26 – 4.29), although here the volume fraction of spiro-4Φ
deviates stronger from the critical binary volume fraction (cf. Table 4.13). Again, much more
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synthesized material is needed for complete clarification, but given the restrictions, the
produced spinodal structures are an impressive result. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the only amorphous, bicontinuous nanoscaled morphology suitable for organic photovoltaics
that is based on an all-small-molecule approach.
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5. Conclusion and Outlook
In this section, the research activities performed to achieve nanoscale bicontinuous
interpenetrating donor-acceptor blend morphologies suitable for organic photovoltaics
(OPV) will be summarized. The developed experimental procedures and the achieved results
will be compiled and an outlook for potential future investigations will be provided.
We will start with the successfully established experimental procedures suitable for tiny
sample sizes. To supplement thermal analysis by means of DSC, which requires samples of
several milligrams in size, several other experimental and evaluative procedures were
developed. The material densities were measured in the glassy state at room temperature by
a method that involves suspending sample fragments in KI solution of varying concentration.
The resulting uncertainty was 0.005 g/mL and the necessary material consumption for each
compound was a few milligrams only. Vapor pressures and phase-change enthalpies for the
transition from the condensed to the gaseous phase, i.e. vaporization and sublimation were
estimated by dynamic TGA. The material consumption was also in the order of a few
milligrams since measurements were conducted until a maximum mass loss rate
of -0.2 mg/min was reached. Subsequently, the remaining material could be recycled from
the respective sample pans for further operations. A solvent-assisted blend preparation
method was established, with which it was possible to mix the compounds down to the
molecular level circumventing the need for high-temperature mixing of sub-milligram
sample amounts. Material quantities as small as few 100 micrograms could be blended and
reproducible blend compositions with an uncertainty of 0.5% could be prepared with this
method. A TEM sample preparation method was developed by embedding sample fragments
in elemental sulfur and subsequent sectioning by ultramicrotomy. This was necessary since
common embedding media have shown to alter the samples irreversibly. Turbidity
measurements of drop-cast films by means of hot stage microscopy were used to estimate a
given blend’s upper critical solution temperature. This method turned out to be very
insensitive to compositional inaccuracy rendering it an easy and straight-forward technique
suitable for high-throughput screening of critical blend temperatures. The required sample
size is in the order of few 100 micrograms.
The results obtained will be summarized in the present paragraph, starting with binary
blend systems. Two miscible blend systems were characterized in a thermal analysis study
by means of DSC. The solid-liquid phase behavior of the system spiro-TAD/spiro-PFPy
could be elucidated in detail, at cost of a comparably high material consumption of more than
100 mg, though. A eutectic phase behavior with no solid solubility was identified and
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modelled with the melting point depression approach by Nishi and Wang in the context of
the Flory-Huggins solution theory, which accounts for enthalpic interactions of
unequally-sized compounds. This theory, which is used exclusively for polymeric species in
literature, was found to provide an adequate description of the studied system. For the other
investigated miscible system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFPy, a first rough estimate of the binary
solid-liquid behavior was obtained. Given the availability of more synthesized material, more
insight into the phase behavior might be grasped with the chosen approach. The liquid-liquid
phase behavior for most investigated immiscible blend systems were reasonably estimated
by a combination of turbidity measurements with thermal analysis of critical drop-cast films
and rigorous application of the Flory-Huggins solution theory. The material consumption
was in the order of a few milligrams for each blend. Two ternary blend systems were
investigated, one of which was studied in more detail. The addition of the third, ambipolar,
surfactant-like compound has shown to have a profound impact on the locus of the pseudobinary critical point. In both investigated systems, the critical temperature decreased linearly
with added surfactant-like compound. For the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT, it
could be shown that not only the critical temperature was altered, but also the critical
composition, i.e. the critical binary ratio of donor and acceptor. This behavior is not similar
to neither water/oil/surfactant systems (which, however, was not expected) nor ternary
polymeric A/B/A-B systems. The third compound therefore behaves like an impurity rather
than a real surfactant. By considering this fact, critical ternary blends were realized, which
phase-separate by spinodal decomposition. The coarsening was slowed and even arrested
leading to a remarkable decrease of the pattern length scale of three orders of magnitude in
the bulk. Bicontinuous nanostructures in the order of few ten nanometers could be realized
for organic functional small-molecule materials with the chosen approach as requested by
the design principles for efficient bulk heterojunction organic solar cells. The obtained results
are extendable to a whole class of spiro-linked molecular glasses, or rather, blends thereof.
Finally, potential future research activities will be proposed in a brief outlook. An
important issue that has to be taken care of, is the amount of synthesized material which is
available to the experimenter. Although experimental procedures were successfully
elaborated which are suitable for tiny sample sizes, at several points in the work, it was
evident that more material was needed to shed full light on the phase behavior of the
materials. This is particularly important for blends which apparently show a complex phase
behavior like spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFPy, spiro-αNPB/spiro-PFPy, spiro-TAD/spiro-PFΦ-CN and
such that were not evaluable with the developed procedure like spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFΦ-CN.
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Furthermore, on the part of synthesis, necessary improvements must be made. New materials
with tailored properties towards more efficient solar light harvesting are needed for a
reasonable device construction, i.e. molecules with more extended electronic systems or
thiophene moieties52 and lower bandgaps with red-shifted absorption maxima. The structural
motifs which were tested in this work, however, should be preserved to keep the observed
liquid-liquid miscibility gap. The use of several miscible donors and several acceptors with
different absorption maxima is conceivable as well, as long as the donor/acceptor miscibility
gap is preserved. Moreover, methods should be elaborated which lead to efficient
crystallization as a post-treatment once the desired morphology is obtained since charge
transport is considerably lower in the amorphous state than in the crystalline state. The plain
use of such blend systems that are miscible in the liquid and phase-separate by crystallization
into a eutectic structure is, however, less appropriate since the resulting structures are simply
to large being in the order of several hundred nanometers. Since the ultimate goal is a working
organic photovoltaics (OPV) device, thin films with a thickness of about 100 nm should be
investigated as a next step. Thereby, the preferred manufacturing process should be spin
coating rather than physical vapor deposition 53 , since the blend composition is easier to
control in solution processing. However, to decrease the detrimental effect of oxygen and
humidity on the device performance, spin coating should certainly be performed inside a
glove box. For analysis of the resulting morphology by means of TEM, procedures must be
elaborated to properly transfer the obtained thin film from its substrate onto respective TEM
copper grids. In systems which do not require additional annealing steps after casting to
obtain the desired morphology (like e.g. the system spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFT/spiro-4Φ-PFT), salt
substrates may be chosen for this purpose, which may be subsequently dissolved in water. In
preliminary test, post-casting solvent annealing or temperature annealing always lead to
severe dewetting of the coated films. However, even in cases where annealing is not required,
wetting will be an issue that the experimenter will be confronted with. Manufacturing and
optoelectronic characterization of OPV devices based on morphologically optimized blends
of spiro-linked molecular glasses would be the next logical step. The present materials could
be used for this purpose already. Comparison with uncontrolled bulk-heterojunction

52

Unfortunately, symmetric spiro-cyclopentadithiophene derivatives [124] and “top-down” asymmetric spiro-DPTPFPy
[125] decompose thermally at temperatures around 300°C, which complicates thermal characterization and purification.
53 The compositional accuracy is no better than 5% in congruent physical vapor deposition from different crucibles
(cf. Section 3.4). Vapor pressure measurements of blends at different composition could help to assess deviations from
Raoult’s law. With the gained information, several compounds may be placed into a single crucible to yield a defined
composition of the deposited thin film. However, both, vapor pressure measurements and the PVD process require several
100 mg of synthesized material.
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morphologies or simple bilayer morphologies could quantify the impact of morphology on
the device performance. Findings from such experiments based on a carefully investigated
donor/acceptor phase behavior could provide some valuable contribution towards successful
commercialization of OPV devices in the near future.
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Appendix
A.1. Material characteristics measured by DSC
Figures A.1 and A.2 show exemplary DSC traces, which were used for determining the
compound’s thermal characteristics depicted in Table 3.2 (except enthalpies of vaporization).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure A.1: DSC traces of neat donor and acceptor spiro-linked compounds of varying
sample mass. Materials: (a) spiro-4Φ, (b) spiro-TAD, (c) spiro-αNPB, (d) spiro-PFPy,
(e) spiro-PFT, (f) spiro-PFΦ-CN.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure A.2: DSC traces of neat bifunctional, surfactant-like spiro-linked compounds of
varying sample mass. Materials: (a) spiro-DPPFPy, (b) spiro-TAD-PFT,
(c) spiro-4Φ-PFT.
The sample mass was in the order of ~5 mg for each sample, and was accurately
determined by TGA with a weighing error of 20 µg. The determined enthalpies of fusion
were then calculated as molar quantities. Whether the first or the second heating run was used
for evaluation, depended on the crystallization tendency of the given material (cf. Table 3.2).
The glass transition was also determined from the first or second heating runs in most cases.
For spiro-PFPy, however, a separate sample had to be prepared by quenching a molten
sample in liquid nitrogen to obtain a glassy sample. The DSC trace of this sample is shown
in Figure A.1 d), whereas determination of the enthalpy of fusion was conducted on a
different sample (not shown). For spiro-TAD-PFT, which is the second compound with a
high crystallization tendency, quenching could be performed inside the DSC apparatus with
the highest-possible cooling rate of 300 K/min in cycle 2. Thus, for evaluation of the glass
transition, the third heating run was used.
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A.2. Material characteristics measured by dTGA
Figures A.3 and A.4 show averaged dTGA traces plotted as Clausius-Clapeyron plots in

quantities of ln £ vs. 1/ . These curves were used for determining the compound’s
enthalpies of vaporization. Each curve is the average of two measurements.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure A.3: Averaged dTGA traces of neat donor and acceptor spiro-linked compounds
plotted as ln £ vs. 1/ . Each curve is the average of two measurements. Error bars
originate from the averaging procedure. Red and blue lines denote linear fits. For details,
see text. Materials: (a) spiro-4Φ, (b) spiro-TAD, (c) spiro-αNPB, (d) spiro-PFPy,
(e) spiro-PFT, (f) spiro-PFΦ-CN.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure A.4: Averaged dTGA traces of neat bifunctional, surfactant-like spiro-linked
compounds plotted as ln £ vs. 1/ . Each curve is the average of two measurements.
Error bars originate from the averaging procedure. Red lines denote linear fits. For
details, see text. Materials: (a) spiro-DPPFPy, (b) spiro-TAD-PFT, (c) spiro-4Φ-PFT.
Error-weighted linear fits were performed for each compound to yield the phase-change
enthalpy from the slope. For spiro-PFPy depicted in Figure A.3 d), both, the vaporization
(red) and sublimation (blue) could be directly observed. For spiro-TAD-PFT, only the
sublimation could be observed. The enthalpy of vaporization was thus obtained from the
approximate relation Δ_^g

= ΔMUJ

− ΔTUM .
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A.3. Calibrations of dTGA
Figures A.5 and A.6 show smoothed and averaged dTGA traces of the 11 calibration
materials. The dTGA signal is plotted versus each material’s vapor pressure literature value
(cf. Table 3.4).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure A.5: Smoothed and averaged dTGA traces vs. literature vapor pressure of the alkanes
used for calibration (cf. Section 3.3). Materials: (a) n-eicosane, (b) n-pentacosane,
(c) n-triacontane, (d) squalene, (e) n-hexatriacontane, (f) n-hexacontane.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure A.6: Smoothed and averaged dTGA traces vs. literature vapor pressure of the
materials used for calibration (cf. Section 3.3). Materials: (a) benzoic acid,
(b) naphthalene, (c) 9-phenylanthracene, (d) 9,10-diphenylanthracene, (e) ethylene
glycol.
Each curve is the average of three measurements and was manipulated as stated in
Section 3.3. The original, measured experimental data is to be found elsewhere [126]. As can
be seen from Figures A.5 and A.6, the obtained relationships are fairly linear. Hence,
error-weighted linear fits were performed yielding a single (¤) value for each material.
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A.4. Critical binary blends measured by DSC
The following Figure A.7 shows DSC traces of the first heating runs of binary critical
samples which were prepared as described in Sections 3.4 and 4.3. All samples exhibit
cold-crystallization (barely visible for spiro-αNPB/spiro-PFT) and show no detectable glass
transitions due to poor signal-to-noise ratio (not shown). Samples mass varies strongly since
electrostatic charging was an issue during sample preparation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure A.7: DSC traces of the first heating runs of binary critical samples. Glass transition
temperature region is not shown. For DSC artifacts, see [121,122].
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In the systems spiro-αNPB/spiro-PFT (Figure A.7 e) and spiro-αNPB/spiro-PFΦ-CN
(Figure A.7 f), multiple artifacts are visible. In e), they are related to sample pan distortions,
which take place after each material has just melted. Since the sample size here is smallest,
these artifacts generate signals, which are in the same order as the actual melting transitions.
The high-temperature artifact in f), which takes place just before the first melting transition,
is attributed to bursting of the DSC pan. For the spiro-4Φ/spiro-PFΦ-CN sample depicted in
a), only a single melting transition is visible.
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